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Abstract
New offshore wind turbine farms are currently in development on the East Coast and off
California’s Central Coast. Preliminary design considerations from mechanical and civil engineers
are needed to ensure constructability of these deep-water, floating-platform wind farms, which
will then be connected to the power grid at the grid ties of Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon. The
purpose of this project is to design an epicyclic gearbox fit to take in the torque loads from the
slowly rotating rotor shaft and successfully output a significantly faster rotating motor shaft to
allow more accessibility to generator options including ones with far fewer poles. The motivation
here being that the precious metals used in the magnetic poles are scarce and very expensive. Our
team designed a full-size model for the gearbox and then manufactured a scaled down prototype
to test our design and display at the senior design expo. We were able to build a working two-stage
model of our designed gearbox with the required gear ratio. We saw that even with sub-optimal
materials, the design is very efficient at delivering power from input to output. Our design provides
a great amount of strength and would be usable in the largest wind turbines around the world.

Introduction
Our team consisted of Ernesto Portillo, Michael Cooper, Kyle Hammer, Carson Bryan, and
coaches Daniel Castro and Lauren Cooper. Our project sponsors, Dr. Patrick Lemieux and Dr.
Robb Moss, tasked us with designing a torque reducing, epicyclic geartrain, its housing, and a
cooling system to be implemented in the General Electric Haliade-X, 14-megawatt offshore wind
turbine. Within this report there are four reviews that provide a detailed description of the design
process. The Scope of Work (Part I) describes our research, initial analysis, and defines the scope
of our project. The Preliminary Design Review (Part II) documents our chosen design direction.
This includes ideation, concept development, design, and justification. The Critical Design Review
(Part III) provides the full details of our chosen design, including a system overview, design
justification, manufacturing plans, and testing plans. The Final Design Review (Part IV) describes
our final design, manufacturing process, test results, and final recommendations.
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Abstract
Offshore wind energy will play an important role in providing cheap, sustainable energy to many people
around the world in a short time. To harness the abundant energy present in offshore winds, our team was
tasked with designing a gearbox for a wind turbine that can convert wind energy into electricity. A key
issue in harnessing wind energy is that it creates large torques on turbine rotors that cause gearboxes to fail
over time. Our team’s task is to specify a planetary gearbox that will be able to handle these large torques
and effectively transfer the power to a generator. Planetary gearboxes have shown to be the standard for
wind turbines due to their ability to reduce high torques while saving space for other turbine components.
In this document, our team highlights the background research done to begin this project and gives
necessary information about the project, including some technical challenges we face. We have already
begun research on areas such as designing a gearbox, gear and shaft strength, generator selection, and
managing high temperatures. The goals of our project have been outlined, including the project boundary
and planned deliverables. Engineering specifications have been set forth by way of quality function
deployment and a specifications table. Additionally, we have laid out our plan to continue making progress
and the next steps we will take to complete this project.
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1. Introduction
New General Electric (GE) Haliade–X offshore wind turbine farms are in current development on the East
Coast and off California’s Central Coast. Preliminary design considerations from mechanical and civil
engineers are needed to ensure constructability of these deep-water, floating-platform wind farms, as seen
in Figure 1, which will then be connected to the power grid at the grid ties of Morro Bay and Diablo Canyon.

Figure 1: Typical floating platforms for offshore wind turbines. [1]
1.1 Project Design Challenge
The challenge for our mechanical engineering senior design group, proposed by our sponsors, is to perform
a preliminary (80%) design of a turbine epicyclic gearbox that will capture the available wind energy from
the large blades and translate this energy efficiently to the motor.
The purpose of this project and its scope is to design an epicyclic gearbox fit to take in the torque loads
from the slowly rotating rotor shaft and successfully output a significantly faster rotating motor shaft to
allow more accessibility to generator options including ones with far fewer poles. The motivation here
being that the precious metals used in the magnetic poles are scarce and very expensive. Additionally, once
a gearbox design is complete, our team will then produce a geometrically and material property scaled
model using similitude laws for testing purposes.
The current proposed wind farm location is roughly 40 km offshore to the NW of Morro Bay, California,
near the NOAA buoy 46028 as seen in Figure 2 below. Consistent wind data has been recorded for over 27
years and was provided to us by the project’s sponsors. The depth of water to the continental shelf here is
roughly 800 to 1100 meters and the ocean bottom is relatively flat compared to regional bathymetry with a
slope of 1km vertical to 10 km horizontal. The depth of the sea floor requires some type of cabled foundation
going from the floating platform down into the ocean floor subsurface (e.g., drag anchors, torpedo anchors,
suction caissons, etc.). It is anticipated that the turbines will be of 14 MW nameplate capacity with up to
100 turbines located in the same vicinity and interconnected via inter-array cables. The wind at this location
has shown an average speed of 8.5 m/sec from the long-term buoy data. Turbines will be spaced apart
roughly 1 km to minimize wind shadow effects [2]. Expected wind energy generation may achieve 50%
capacity factors. Energy from the wind farm will be transferred to the grid tie using redundant ocean bottom
cabling.
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Figure 2: Site map of proposed offshore wind turbine farm NW of Morro Bay, California near the NOAA
buoy 46028. [3]
A gearbox is typically used in a wind turbine to increase rotational speed from a high-torque, low-speed
rotor to a higher speed electrical generator. However, gearboxes frequently break and are the most
unreliable component in wind turbines. Many wind turbine manufacturers, especially for their larger
turbines, use direct drive technology instead of using a traditional gearbox [4]. The scope of this project is
to design a gearbox that can reliably convert the high torque experienced by these larger turbines into higher
rotational speeds. Gearboxes for turbines of this large scale and capacity do not yet exist, making this project
a very innovative design challenge. If a gearbox for larger turbines, such as General Electric’s Haliade-X,
is successfully implemented, these turbines could become much flexible when it comes the generator
options. This document captures our team’s background research, design requirements, and a timeline for
the design process of this project.
1.2 Introduction to Stakeholders and the Team
Our sponsors for the Offshore Wind Turbine project are Dr. Lemieux and Dr. Moss of California
Polytechnic State University – San Luis Obispo, Mechanical Engineering Department and Civil
Engineering Department, respectively. Our senior design group includes Michael Cooper, Kyle Hammer,
Ernesto Portillo, and Carson Bryan. We will be working to integrate our design with two civil teams. The
Geotechnical team includes KJ Koo and Gibson De Jode. They will work on securing the floating platform
to the sea floor. There is also a structural team including Macey Ferron-Jones and Isabell Chavez. They
will work on designing the floating platform to support the wind turbine tower. Some other stakeholders
include General Electric, as our design will allow more energy extraction from the GE Haliade-X offshore
wind turbine, and the residents of the central coast, as more electric energy will be made available to them
through the grid.
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1.3 Goal of this Report
The goal of this report is to cohesively layout our team’s design process of the epicyclic gearbox for the
GE Haliade-X. The report lays the background (stakeholders/need research, existing solutions, technical
research), project scope (boundary sketch, stakeholders’ wants and needs, functional decomposition,
planned deliverables), objectives (problem statement, description of the QFD process, engineering
specifications, discussion of high-risk specifications), project management (description of design process,
table of key milestones, and major tasks leading up to PDR), and a conclusion. This report should make it
very clear what our goals are and what our final product will be.
1.4 Description of Report Sections
Introduction – The introduction provides an overview of the project/design challenge, an introduction to
the stakeholders and the team, the goals of this report, and a description of each of the following sections.
Background – The background discusses our design research (customer/need, product, and technical). Here
we describe our research process, document the results, and summarize our interpretation (synthesis).
Project Scope - The Project Scope establishes the stakeholder needs, desired functions, and planned
deliverables for our project.
Objectives - The Objectives section fully defines the problem and design specifications (goals &
constraints) for our project.
Project Management - The Project Management section explains the design process we plan to follow and
elaborates on the resources we have for complete this design challenge.
Conclusion - The Conclusion reemphasizes the design challenge, the purpose of the document, the key
points from this document, and the next project deliverable and timing.
2. Background
On Wednesday October 6th, 2021, our senior design team met with Dr. Lemieux to go over our preliminary
idea of what our deliverables consisted of. Dr. Lemieux’s only requirement for the gearbox design is that it
must work, i.e., have a safety factor higher than 1.1 for the GE Haliade-X when under the specified
conditions and calculated loads.
2.1 Stakeholder Needs
An initial interview with our sponsor, Dr. Lemieux, provided us with some general needs and wants for our
project. What is truly important to Dr. Lemieux is our testing validation with a scaled factor that will
correspond to a scaled load. We will then apply the scaled loads to our model to test if our design was
successful against the theoretical conclusion. The materials for this gear design will be a steel alloy as per
industry standards [5].
Regarding our model, Dr. Lemieux is happy with a size of no more than 16 square feet. The model will be
3D printed. The gearbox housing should function only to keep the gears together and will not need
implementation from other project disciplines (the Civil Engineering group and the Electrical Engineering
group). When it is time for Senior Design Exposition, somebody should be able to grab the input shaft, spin
it, and the output shaft should spin at our specified gear ratio. Dr. Lemieux also required us to consider
gearbox efficiencies and the excess heat it introduces into our system.
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When determining generator input speed for the GE Haliade-X, we should be able to find the number of
poles or find a nominal operating speed. Because the Haliade-X uses a direct drive gearbox, its input speed
to the generator is the same as the rotational speed of the blades, between 7-8 RPM [6]. We will need to
choose a generator that contains less poles and operates at a higher input speed, likely between 150-400
RPM[7].
2.2 Existing Solutions
As discussed, the gearbox is the most unreliable component in today’s wind turbines. The high torques the
gears experience leads to frequent maintenance and replacement of the gearbox [8]. To solve this issue
many companies, such as GE and Siemens, have implemented direct drive technology. This requires a much
larger generator; however, a gearbox is not needed [9]. While most 6-megawatt turbines use four or six
pole generators, larger turbines in the range of 12-14-megawatts typically use generators with 12 poles [10].
Generators with a higher number of poles require lower rotational speeds to produce the same amount of
power. Therefore, if you use a generator with more poles, an increase in rotational speed is not necessary,
making a gearbox obsolete.
Direct drive technology has solved a major issue regarding gearbox reliability. However, there are some
manufacturers that have continued to use gearboxes in larger turbines. For example, the Vestas V164-10 is
a 10-Megawatt turbine that uses a strengthened gearbox to increase the rotational speed. Vestas has not
released official numbers on their V164-10 model, however, a study analyzing the V164-10 showed that
their design is as reliable as smaller turbines that use gearboxes [11].
While direct drive technology seems to be more promising now, our group would like to investigate the
possibility that gearboxes still have an important role to play in wind turbine technology. As wind turbines
get larger a reliable gearbox will allow manufacturers and designers more flexibility in generator selection.
2.2.1 Relevant Patents
Appendix A contains a table of relevant patents found during our research. These patents not only improved
our understanding of gearboxes, but they also gave us some ideas for how to reduce the loads on our gears.
The first patent found was U.S. patent 8794094B2, describing a parallel gear unit for a wind turbine
gearbox. The two-stage parallel gear unit comprises a low-speed shaft, an intermediate shaft, and a highspeed shaft, which are all parallel to each other. This invention is meant to provide a parallel gear unit for
a gearbox for a wind turbine in which the bearings can withstand the axial and radial loads originating from
gear toothing and still allows high rotational speed of, for example, between 1500 and 2000 rpm [12]. This
is extremely relevant to our project as it would help the gears withstand the high loads and still increase
rotational speed.
Patents US20200224643A1, US8640478B2, EP3580454B1, and US8128525B2 contained information
about the design of the gearbox cooling system [13][14][15][16]. The cooling load required by the gearbox
is substantial and therefore it will be considered in our design. However, the cooling system will not be
included in our scaled model. Patents ES2376960T3 and US8393993B2 provided useful information
regarding the configuration of an epicyclic gear train [17][18]. Patent CN206175636U discussed using a
flexible shaft to increase the lifetime of a gearbox as well as how to connect the gears to the shafts in a
gearbox [19]. Finally, patent EP2587056A2 discussed the connections between the generator and the
gearbox [20].
2.3 Technical Research
We have identified some key technical challenges that we have begun to research and will need to continue
further research as we progress further into our design. These challenges are discussed below.
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2.3.1 Creating a Gearbox Design
To help us arrive at a gearbox design, we have acquired a book named “Offshore Wind Farm –
Technologies, Design, and Operation” [21]. In chapter 7: “Wind Turbine Gearbox Design and Drivetrain
Dynamic Analysis”, it lays out some preliminary design considerations which will then lead to major design
decision, such as the configuration of the gearbox (modular or integral), number of stages, type of layout
(parallel or planetary), etc. Some recommendations include follow ISO/IEC 61400-4 for these early-stage
design considerations. These are the industry standards for specifications and safety factors of gearboxes
inside wind turbines. This resource also provides aspects on gear manufacturing and inspection and finally,
drivetrain dynamics analysis for variable loading on a gearbox and fatigue design of gear teeth. In the
context of gearbox dynamic analysis, a simple two-mass model of the drivetrain shaft and the importance
of electromechanical coupling are presented.
Small wind turbines rotors may turn at speeds of hundreds of revolutions per minutes and may be equipped
with permanently attached magnetic poles for direct drive. However, many of the much larger turbines
rotate on orders much slower and may benefit greatly from a gearbox with large speed-up ratios. Horizontal
axis wind turbines (HAWT) with powers rating that exceed 500 kW, have dedicated ISO/IES codes for
designing gearboxes [22]. These standards were prepared by IEC technical committee 88: ‘Wind turbines
and ISO technical committee 60 ‘Gears’ [21]. As seen in Figure 2, the gearbox is the intermediate step
between the slow spinning rotor shaft and the high spinning generator shaft. Its main purpose is to transmit
rotation power. As a safety precaution, the HAWT schematic contains a braking system, but that is out of
the scope of this project.

Figure 3: HAWT schematic showing the main subsystem in the drivetrain [21].
Data spanning over 20 operating years for a 750 kW HAWT have shown that operating and maintenance
(O&M) costs are significantly high due to long downtimes form gearbox failures, making them one of the
costliest components in the system [23],[24],[25],[26],[27]. So, the importance of a reliable, functioning
wind turbine gearbox is very clear.
When tackling the concept design of the gearbox, our senior project group must understand the problem at
hand to the best of our ability. To aid in this design concept stage, we will be following the steps seen in
Figure 3. These steps are applicable to any gearbox and will help us in designing an epicyclic gearbox.
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Figure 4: Steps to Conceptually Design a gearbox [21].
In WTGS, the gearbox increases the speed of the generator shaft, or in other words, the gearbox ratio, u, is
greater than is a lot greater than 1. The speed ratio is the relationship between the rotor shaft speed, Ωin, to
generator shaft speed, Ωout, as seen in Equation 1.
𝜂

Ω
𝑔 = 𝑂𝑈𝑇
Ω𝐼𝑁

Equation 1: Speed-up ratio relating rotor shaft speed to generator shaft speed.
Our concept design will be an epicyclic gearbox, like that in Figure 5. The gearbox will take in an extremely
large torque from a slowly spinning rotor shaft. With a high gear ratio, the output shaft will spin at a higher
speed with lower torque. The generator will pull as much energy from the wind as its efficiency allows.
2.3.2 Gear and Shaft Strength
One very useful source for calculating the strength of gears and shafts has been Shigley’s Mechanical
Engineering Design [28]. Chapter 14 provides very useful equations for determining the strength of spur
and helical gears based on many aspects of the gears, including their diameter, number of teeth, pitch
diameter, and the power transmitted through them. We have not decided which type of tooth we will use
for our design yet, but it is encouraging to know that we have a resource with so much information about
different types of gear teeth. Additionally, the four members of our team have taken a class in which we
heavily used this book as a resource for creating gearboxes and analyzing them. This class did only focus
on regular drivetrains and not planetary gears so there will still need to be some more learning in that aspect.
This source also contains information about shafts, but we may need additional research on shaft strength
if this does not cover all our questions.
Another resource that we can use for determining the strength of our gears is a presentation about gear tooth
strength analysis [29]. This presentation also covers the fundamentals behind how to analyze the stresses
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within a gear tooth. It provides equations, graphs, and explanations like Shigley’s textbook in a more
compact form. This will be useful if we need to look something up quickly.
It is anticipated that we will choose the type of gear teeth to use for this design after further research on
which type of gear tooth is more likely to succeed under high forces. We may perform calculations and
analysis to determine which form is the best for us.

Figure 5: Example Planetary Gear stage with four planetary gears [21].
2.3.3 Generator Selection and Gear Ratio
The gear ratio is one of the first parameters needed to design our gearbox. The gear ratio is determined by
the input and output rotational speeds. According to GE’s website, the Haliade X’s rotor has a rotational
speed of 7.82 rpm. This is our input speed. Our output speed is determined by the generator. We have
decided to use a 24-pole generator. A 24-pole generator was chosen to balance two conflicting factors. First,
the precious metals used for the poles are extremely expensive. Second, the higher the gear ratio the more
difficult it is to design a reliable epicyclic gearbox. Typical single stage, epicyclic gear trains have gear
ratios between 3:1 and 9:1 to preserve reliability [30]. We felt 24-poles struck a good balance between
reliability and price. A 24-pole generator corresponds to an output speed of 300 rpm. This means our entire
gearbox should have a gear ratio of about 35:1-40:1.
2.3.4 Accounting for High Temperatures from Gearbox Inefficiencies
To account for the high temperatures in the gear box we will design an active cooling system. This will
consist of a heat exchanger and pump drawing water from the ocean at the base of the turbine. The water
will be used to lower the temperature of coolant which will run through the gearbox and draw energy
lowering the temperature in the gearbox. The manufacturer could then choose to run the hot water through
7

a separate smaller turbine to generate the electricity needed to run the pump making this cooling system
self-sufficient. We will perform calculations to prove that the operating temperature in the gearbox is
reasonable given the materials that we choose to use.
3. Project Scope
This section is intended to clearly convey the scope of our project. The functions of the gearbox are broken
down into their basic components so that we can understand what specific tasks need to be accomplished.
The planned deliverables are also discussed in depth.
3.1 Boundary Sketch
After discussion with our sponsor, Dr. Lemieux, we have come to a consensus about what the scope of our
project is going to be. To begin, we identified the boundaries of our responsibility. As can be seen in Figure
6, we will be focusing on the epicyclic gears, the shafts holding the gears, the gearbox containing the
geartrain, and all fasteners to hold the gearbox and geartrain together. We will also be designing a heat
exchanger and pump to actively cool our gearbox because the heat generated inside will be immense. Our
sponsor has informed us that a typical gearbox for wind turbines of this size often fail due to high stresses
in the gearbox resulting from high torques. We will describe characteristics that the generator we connect
to must possess, but we are not going to perform analysis on the generator.

Figure 6. Boundary sketch for our project. The sketch encompasses the gearbox, the low-speed shaft, and
the high-speed shaft which we will design and the generator which we select from off the shelf, 14 MW
options. The sketch excludes the brakes. [31].
3.2 Stakeholder Needs and Wants
The main need for this project set forth by Dr. Lemieux is that we create a working model. We need to
create a scaled down model of the gearbox no larger than 16 square feet in area. The model must be able to
be operated by hand. A person should be able to spin the input shaft with their hand and watch the output
shaft spin at much higher speeds. Dr. Lemieux has requested that we create a gear system that is strong
enough to handle input torques seen by the GE Haliade-X with a factor of safety of at least 1.10 while still
providing a high enough gear ratio to achieve output speeds that would match a generator of our choosing.
Additionally, Dr. Lemieux has asked us to perform the analysis and design of a heat exchanger for the
gearbox to control high temperatures. This heat exchanger does not require a model to be produced but
must be kept in mind when designing the model.
8

3.3 Functional Decomposition
Through performing a functional decomposition, we have determined that our main function of the gearbox
is to transmit power. The first component of this is reducing torque and increasing speed. This is done by
specifying the gear ratios and the size of the shafts. Another component is that it must be held together,
which is done by using a housing system for support. A third function is that it must maintain integrity.
This will be done by withstanding the torque of the system after specifying the material. The final function
is to actively cool the assembly which will be done using a heat exchanger that will draw ocean water, using
a pump, from the base of the turbine. A functional decomposition of our gearbox can be found in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Functional decomposition of goal to transmit power.
3.4 Planned Deliverables
At the end of this project, we will create a scaled model of our final gearbox design. The model will be no
larger than 4 feet wide and 4 feet long. This prototype will be made of a plastic material whose strength
scales to our chosen material of full-sized gearbox. Some initial ideas for which plastic material we will
use are polyastic acid, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene, polyvinyl alcohol plastic, and polycarbonate [32].
People will be able to interact with out model by turning the input shaft with a specified amount of torque
and viewing the turning of the output shaft at a much higher speed. This model will come alongside our
analysis of the full-sized gearbox, including sizing, choice of material, connections/housing, and output
speeds. The specified heat exchanger and pump will not be a part of the model, but the necessary parts to
build them and calculations to verify a reasonable operating temperature in the assembly will be provided.
4. Objectives
After some investigation into the background of how wind turbines and their gearboxes work and what
causes them to fail, we have created a draft problem definition. Wind turbine manufacturers need a gearbox
that is strong enough to withstand extremely high torques and deliver enough power to a generator to
9

produce 14 megawatts of power. However, current gearboxes are not strong enough to handle these forces
without failing.
4.1 QFD House of Quality
To further assess the specifications, we would need to achieve, we performed a Quality Function
Deployment (QFD) in the form of a house of quality. Our full QFD house of quality can be found in
Appendix B. The QFD began with identifying who has stakes in our project. We chose Dr. Lemieux,
maintenance workers, offshore contractors, and central coast residents as the groups of people we would
focus on. After that, we wrote down the needs and wants of all the stakeholders. These included things like
aesthetics, durable, and being easy to manufacture. We then ranked all the needs for each stakeholder to
gain insight into how much each customer cares about each need. These were rated on a scale of 1-10, with
10 being extremely important. Below, our customer needs and wants are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of Customer Needs and Wants
Need/Want
Durable
Easy to Assemble
Electricity Cost
Price
Accessibility (for maintenance)
Manufacturing Difficulty
Aesthetics
Weight
Resistant to the Elements
Scalable for a Working Model

Description
How long will the gears last before they need to be replaced?
How long does it take to assemble the gearbox?
Is the design efficient enough to supply cheap energy to the public?
How expensive is it to manufacture and maintain?
Is it easy to get inside the gearbox in order to repair the gear train?
How long does it take to manufacture and assemble the gear train?
How attractive does the gearbox look once assembled?
Is the gearbox light enough to be supported by the support shaft?
Does the gearbox resist rain, wind, and other elements?
Can our design be easily scaled to present a smaller model?

For the next portion of our QFD, we listed existing products that are comparable to what we are trying to
accomplish. We also ranked these on how well each of them performed the wants and needs of the
customers on a scale of 1-5, with 5 being they perfectly met expectations. After this, we listed some
engineering specifications that would be used to determine if the needs and wants of the customers are met.
These are all measurable quantities that will be used to analyze or test our model to show that it meets the
needs put forth. Furthermore, we compared the engineering specification to the customers' needs in order
to check whether we have specifications that cover all of the needs or not. Each relation was ranked as
either having a strong relationship, medium relationship, weak relationship, or no relationship. It was
crucial to us to make sure that each customer need had at least one strong relationship with at least one of
the specifications to show that we would be able to check if the need has been met.
4.2 Specifications Table
We then evaluated the current products listed earlier to see how well they met each specification. We
selected target values for each specification to meet and used our best knowledge from previous research
to determine how well we thought each current product met these specifications. A list of our engineering
specifications and their target values can be found in Table 2. Finally, we examined the dependencies that
each specification had on each other. Specification pairs were given positive relationship if they were
correlated positively, negative relationship if they detracted from each other, and no relationship if they did
not affect each other. This allowed us to think about whether we still needed both specifications if they
were strongly related.
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Table 2. Engineering specifications.
Spec. #

Specification
Requirement or Target
Tolerance
Description
(units)
1
Input Torque
232,784 N-m
Max
2
Output Speed
300 RPM
Min
e3
Strength
400 GPa
Min
2
4
Size***
16 ft
Max
5
Time to Assemble***
15 minutes
Max
6
Efficiency
60%
±2.5%
* Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) Medium, (L) Low

Risk*

Compliance**

H
M
H
L
L
M

T
T
A, T
I
I
A

** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) Test
*** Size and Time to Assemble are for the scale model, they would be much larger for the actual turbine
1. Input Torque – The input torque target is a calculated value based on the swept area of the HaliadeX and average wind speeds at the proposed location of the wind farm. This input torque will be
the cause largest force on our gearbox and is a critical value. We will be able to adjust the value of
torque input to our model and then scale it to full size for analysis.
2. Output Speed – The output speed is what will be transferred to the generator and provide power.
This allows us to check if we are providing enough speed to produce the power requested. We will
measure the speed of the output shaft in our model and scale it to determine the speed of a fullsized wind turbine output shaft.
3. Strength – Strength of the gears and shafts is very important for our design because the gears are
the most common failure method with torque of this magnitude. We will use the chosen material
for full size gears to analyze their strength, and we will know the strength of material used in our
scale model to test how it handles known input torques.
4. Size – We want our model to be smaller than 16 ft2 in area so that it can be viewed and interacted
with when put on display. This will be measured to ensure it is within the size range.
5. Time to Assemble – We need to be able to quickly assemble our model. This can be measured
using a timer and is of little importance.
6. Efficiency – Our gearbox design should be on a similar scale of efficiency to current models of
wind turbines. We will be able to use the input torque and output speed to determine the simple
efficiency of the gearbox.
Our high-risk specifications are the input torque and strength. The input torque needs to be on a comparable
scale to that which would be experienced by a similar size wind turbine with the given wind speeds. We
will need to include a factor of safety because this value was found using the average wind speeds, and
higher speeds would lead to higher torques. The other high-risk specification is the strength of the gearbox.
Gear failure due to high stress is one of our biggest concerns in this project, so it is crucial that our design
and choice of material lead to high strengths that can handle the input torques. We will need to choose a
material for the full-sized turbine analysis as well as for the scale model that scales the strength accurately.
5. Project Management
The design process has several sections that must be completed to create a successful design. The first tasks
were background research and problem definition. After completing these tasks, this document was created
to outline the scope of our project, synthesize our background research, and present our problem definition.
Our next step is ideation. Once our sponsor is presented with the scope of our project, we will begin ideation.
After generating potential designs in the ideation phase each design will be evaluated based on
specifications and design requirements to choose a final design. This process will be presented to the
sponsor in a preliminary design review. Once the details of the design are finalized and peer-reviewed, the
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final design will be presented to the sponsor in a critical design review. After the final design is approved
by the sponsor, we will begin construction on a prototype. The prototype will be a scaled model of our
design and will be tested against the design requirements. Once the prototype meets the design
specifications, it will be presented in a final design review and at the senior design project exposition. Table
3 outlines the project’s major deliverables. The Gantt Chart in Appendix C displays a tentative schedule for
the rest of the design process.
Table 3. Major project deliverables.
Deliverable
Scope of Work (SOW)
Preliminary Design Review
(PDR)

Description
Document Outlining the entire project
First major review of all initial design solutions

Due Date
10/20/21
11/16/21

Interim Design Review

Get feedback from peers in lab about design and
its implementation plans
Detailed testing plan for components and
system, a user’s guide detailing how to operate
the system and all potential safety hazards

1/13/22

Detailed review of all components, costs,
analysis, and updated solution
Status of component manufacturing, updated test
plan and updated schedule of project completion
Show faculty coach and safety technician careful
consideration of safety hazards and
implementation of reasonable precautions

2/8/22

Initial Test Plan and Operators
Manual
Critical Design Review (CDR)
Manufacturing Test and Review
Verification Prototype (VP)
Sign-Off

1/27/22

3/10/22
4/26/22

Operators Manual

Complete operator's manual detailing all safety
hazards, all use cases, and general
troubleshooting

5/10/22

Design Verification Plan &
Report (DVPR) Sign-Off
Design Expo

Completion and analysis of testing on
verification prototype
Presentation of poster and hardware attended by
advisors, sponsors, faculty, and guests

5/17/22

Final Design Review (FDR)

Final prototype, final design report, showcase of
the project expo poster

6/3/22

Wrap Up Paperwork

Finishing all final paperwork and handing off all
project materials, products and prototypes

6/3/22

5/27/22

The prototype testing portion of the design process will be iteration intensive. We are going to test our
models by applying a known torque to the input shaft and observing the affect is has on the gears. Due to
the huge amount of torque, we will be supplying to our scaled model, we are assuming many of our
prototypes will break. Therefore, it will be important for our team to start prototyping early as well as find
an efficient way to iterate. Our material selection and the complexity of our design will play a key role in
how fast we can iterate and improve our existing design. Our prototypes must be tested with a relatively
short assembly time of about 20 minutes.
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6. Conclusion
Our main design challenge is to create and analyze an epicyclic gear box that could be used in the largest
offshore wind turbines available today. The main problem is designing the gears to be strong enough to
handle the massive input torques from the large spinning blades of a wind turbine. Over the course of the
next eight months, we will generate a solution to this problem and create a working model to show proof
of concept.
There are a few key takeaways from this document we would like to focus on. We know that we are basing
our wind turbine off the GE Haliade-X for all sizing issues. The main cause of failure in large wind turbines
is the gears in the gearbox not being able to handle large input torques, so we must focus on the strength of
the gear teeth, shaft strength and deflection, and bearing strength within our gearbox. We know the average
input torque that is supplied to our wind turbine and know the output speed required to generate the 14 MW
of power requested from us. We will build a scaled model of our final design for the geartrain and the
housing unit holding it together. Engineering specifications have been chosen as standards which we are
aiming to meet with our design. Finally, we are aware of the deadlines for deliverables throughout this
project and have already begun planning how to meet those deadlines.
The main purpose of this document is to be an agreement between the project team and the sponsor about
the scope of this project. This document contains all the research, diagrams, and tables used in the project
thus far. The next major deliverable is the preliminary design review. The preliminary design review will
be completed and given to the sponsor on November 16, 2021. The preliminary design review will contain
details about the ideation process, an explanation of our process for assessing each design, as well as a
discussion regarding the final design choice.
If you, the sponsor, determine this scope of work to be acceptable, we ask that you agree to it, and we can
move forward in the design process immediately.
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Appendix A – Relevant Patents
Patent Name
Parallel gear unit for
a gearbox for a wind
turbine [12]

Patent Number
US8794094B2

Cooling Heat
Exchanger for a
Wind Turbine [13]

US20200224643A1

Characteristics
• Planetary
Gearbox
• Parallel Shafts
• Multiple Shafts
•
•

Nacelle cooling
system for a wind
turbine [14]

US8640478B2

•
•

Wind turbine waste
heat recovery
system [15]

EP3580454B1

•

•
•
Wind turbine
comprising at least
one gearbox and an
epicyclic gearbox
[18]

US8393993B2

•
•

Diagram

Heat
exchanger on
outer surface
Fluid and air
circulation
passages

Primary and
secondary heat
exchangers
Cooling blocks
surround
heating device

Produce a
higher
efficiency
wind turbine
Connected to
cooling system
Uses heat
exchanger
Connections
from shaft to
gears
Sensors
measure wind
conditions
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Epicyclic gearbox
for a wind power
installation [16]

US8128525B2

•
•

Epicyclic gear stage
for a wind turbine
gearbox, wind
turbine gearbox and
wind turbine [17]
A flexible shaft
structure for marine
wind power gear
box [19]
Wind turbine with
single-stage
compact drive train
[20]

ES2376960T3

•
•

CN206175636U

•
•

EP2587056A2

•
•

Oil circulation
cooling system
in use
Second planet
stage

Alignment of
gears
Two planetary
gears

N/A

Flexible shaft
structure
Increased life
of gearbox
Compact drive
train
Connections to
generator are
discussed

N/A
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Appendix B – QFD House of Quality
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Appendix C – Gantt Chart
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Abstract
This Preliminary Design Review (PDR) document outlines the concept development, concept design,
concept justification, and project management for our senior design project conducted by a team of four
mechanical engineering students at California Polytechnic State University (Cal Poly), San Luis Obispo,
for our sponsor Dr. Lemieux, who is a professor of mechanical engineering at Cal Poly. The project involves
designing an epicyclic gearbox that could handle the loads from a General Electric Haliade-X 14-megawatt
offshore wind turbine and manufacturing a scaled model for testing purposes. The initial sponsor
interviews, technical background research, product research, industry codes and standards, and project
objectives develop the specific requirements for the gearbox in conjunction with the sponsor’s requirements
and define the project’s outcome goals. The final concept design demonstrates the results of the concept
ideation process and indicates the design direction of the team. The included project timeline contains all
major milestones to be met over the duration of the project and the next course of action leading to the
Critical Design Review (CDR).
Our chosen design is an epicyclic gear box that has two stages and four sun planets on each stage. The
housing for this gearbox will resemble the shape of the geartrain and will be able to be opened for
maintenance. The cooling system chosen is a plate-type heat exchanger.
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1. Introduction
The objective of our project is to design a torque reducing, epicyclic geartrain, its housing, and a cooling
system to be implemented in the General Electric Haliade-X, 14-megawatt offshore wind turbine. Since
submitting our Scope of Work document, a few changes have been made to our project scope. We now
must select the qualities of the generator that our output shaft will connect to. This includes specifying how
many poles the generator will need to achieve the required 14-megawatt at 60hz power output and what
input speed will be required. We will describe these characteristics of the generator but because generators
of this size with our needed qualities may not be available for purchase, we will not specify a specific, offthe-shelf generator. Instead, we will hand these responsibilities to the electrical engineering team to handle.
This document covers our concept development, chosen concept design, concept justification for the chosen
concept, and a project management section. The concept development section describes our ideation
processes for each main function of our gearbox. This includes ideation prototypes, Pugh matrices, concept
sketches, and weighted decision matrices for each function. The concept design section will highlight our
chosen design and explain how the design will function. This section also includes isometric CAD views
of each chosen design, pictures of our concept prototype, and a discussion of the geometry, materials, and
manufacturing processes used for each design. Next, the concept justification section provides evidence to
indicate that our chosen concept design meets all our project’s objectives. We discuss how each
specification will be met, preliminary calculations, design hazards and safety plans, and any current
challenges that we face with our design. Finally, a project management section is included to discuss our
development plan for the rest of the project. This includes planned analyzes and tests, planned funding and
purchases, and preliminary plans for constructing and testing our final design. At the end of this document,
a conclusion is included to summarize the main points covered in this document and this is where we ask
for sponsor approval of our concept design and path moving forward.
2. Concept Development
The concept development process began with a functional decomposition shown below in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Functional decomposition for the transmission of power through a gearbox.
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After the specific functions our design needed to focus on were identified, our team used several ideation
methods including the worst possible idea method, an individual brain-dumping session, and a rapid-fire
group idea generating sessions to create potential concept designs for each function. These concept designs
were then compared using Pugh and weighted decision matrices. The ideation and selection processes used
for each function are detailed below.
2.1 Geartrain
The most important part of the gearbox is the geartrain itself. The ideation process for the geartrain was
simple because after researching wind turbine gearboxes, it was clear that an epicyclic gear train was the
industry standard due to their advantages of handling and distributing large torques through branching,
having higher power-to-weight ratios than parallel shaft arrangements, keeping the assembly coaxial, and
being space efficient in doing so. This left us with three decisions to make. First, the number of planet gears
had to be determined. Second, the number of stages needed to be determined. Lastly, we had to decide if a
parallel shaft was necessary in our gear train. By varying the number of stages, planet gears, and the
inclusion of a parallel shaft, we created and several ideation models. The results from the ideation process
for the geartrain can be seen in Appendix A. By creating these ideation models our group gained a more
practical understanding of epicyclic gear trains. We then sketched the top five ideas to better understand
which design would be the most effective through controlled convergence. The ideation sketches can be
seen in Appendix B.
Once we created a healthy variety of ideation models, we then moved onto a controlled convergence
process, where we identified the high difficulty in manufacturing a complicated gear train. It became clear
that while including more planet gears would distribute the load across multiple contact points, it was
extremely difficult to fit more than four inside the ring gear and achieve a large enough gear ratio. In other
words, fitting more planet gears would require them to decrease in size, which would decrease the gear
ratio between the planet and sun gear. Four gears would allow the most amount of contact points while not
interfering with planet gear sizing. It also became clear that while a parallel shaft could help increase our
gear ratio, it introduced intricacies in the gearbox housing as it would need to provide support. These ideas
were then compared using a Pugh Matrix, which can be found in Appendix C. We then collected our five
best ideas based on the understanding from our ideation models and the results of our Pugh Matrix to create
more detailed sketches for each.
The first idea was a two-stage planetary geartrain with three planets on each stage shown below in Figure
2. The second idea was the same as the first concept, except it used four planets on each stage instead of
three. This concept can be seen in Figure 3. The third idea was a two-stage planetary geartrain with four
planets on the first stage and three planets on the second stage shown below in Figure 4. The last two ideas
were identical to the first two ideas, respectively, except they included a parallel shaft in the geartrain. The
final two ideas can be seen in Figure 5 and Figure 6.
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Figure 2. Two-stage planetary geartrain with three
planets on each stage.

Figure 4. Two-stage planetary geartrain with three
planets on one stage and four planets on the second
stage.

Figure 3. Two-stage planetary geartrain with four
planets on each stage.

Figure 5. Two-stage planetary geartrain with three
planets on each stage and a parallel shaft from the end of
the second stage.

Figure 6. Two-stage planetary geartrain with four planets on each stage
and a parallel shaft from the end of the second stage.
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Using the weighted decision matrix shown in Table 1, we evaluated and compared the top five ideas. The
criteria used to evaluate each design included: reliability, ease of assembly, price, accessibility for
maintenance, manufacturing difficulty, aesthetics, weight, and whether the gears would sustain the load.
Each criterion was given a relative weight based on how important we thought it was for each criterion to
be met. Whether the gears would sustain the load was by far the most important because if the design does
not meet this criterion, the gearbox would simply not work.
We used the total scores from the weighted decision matrix along with our engineering judgement to choose
which design we would move forward with. The final design chosen based on the weighted decision matrix
was a two-stage planetary geartrain with four planets on each stage. This design scored the highest for
several reasons. First, a two-stage planetary geartrain can easily reach our required gear ratio of 35-40
without a parallel shaft. This leads us to the next reason, which is the exclusion of a parallel shaft. While a
parallel shaft increases the gear ratio, it also increases weight and price, makes it more difficult to
manufacture the housing, and decreases the gearboxes accessibility. The third reason was that using four
planet gears instead of three distributes the load over more contact points, therefore decreasing the stress
seen at a single gear tooth, which would allow it to withstand the necessary load better.

Table 1. Weighted decision matrix for geartrain design.

2.2 Cooling System
To account for the high temperatures inside the gearbox, we were tasked with developing an active
cooling system. This cooling system will consist of a heat exchanger and a pump. We did not go through
the concept generation and ideation for the cooling system because the research we found on the types of
cooling systems was after we had done those processes. Figures 7-10 show the concept sketches for the
top four options of cooling system designs [1].

Figure 7. Liquid-air cooling system

Figure 8. Air-liquid-air cooling system
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Figure 9. Liquid-liquid-air cooling system

Figure 10. Centralized cooling technology

During our research of cooling systems, we referenced Table 2 to help aid in making our decision.

Table 2. Comparison of several cooling system technologies.

We decided to go with a Liquid-liquid-air cooling system because it has the highest cooling capacity aside
from centralized cooling technology. Centralized cooling technology uses a center cooling unit for the
whole wind farm that connects to each turbine. We assumed centralized cooling technology to be outside
the scope of our project. Liquid-liquid-air cooling systems are typically used in wind turbines with highpowered gearboxes. This type has the largest cooling capacity because the heat transfer coefficient between
liquids is greater than liquid and air. Other types mentioned all use liquid and air in the first heat exchanger.
In this method heat is exchanged by circulating coolant in two runs. Hot lubricating oil coming from the
gearbox is pushed into the first heat exchanger by a pump and cooled by an intermediate coolant. The cold
oil then goes back into the gearbox. The intermediate coolant is circulated to the second heat exchanger
where it is cooled by forced convection and then pumped back to the first heat exchanger. Oftentimes glycol
water solution is used for the intermediate coolant. This method also has no sand or water erosion problems
which will lead to a longer equipment life.

2.3 Heat Exchanger
Along with deciding what type of cooling system we would use we also decided which type of heat
exchanger to use with that system. The ideation process for the heat exchanger was difficult because there
are many types of commercially available heat exchangers and not a lot of information present about what
types of heat exchangers are used by wind turbines. Several decisions we had to make are what type of heat
5

exchanger, what type of pump, and what type of coolant to use. We also needed to consider if we wanted
to use seawater or ambient wind in our design, as these are both readily available and are an unlimited
source of cooling potential. A few ideation models for heat exchangers can be seen in Appendix A. The
results of the ideation sketches for the heat exchanger can be seen in Appendix B, and the Pugh Matrix for
heat exchangers can be found in Appendix C. Figures 11-15 show the concept sketches of our top 5 designs.

Figure 11. Shell and Tube heat exchanger

Figure 13. Helical Coil heat exchanger

Figure 12. Plate Type heat exchanger

Figure 14. Spiral heat exchanger

Figure 15. Crossflow/Counterflow Hybrid
Using the weighted decision matrix shown in Table 3, we evaluated the four best heat exchangers from the
Pugh Matrix in Appendix C. The criteria we used to evaluate the different types included: reliability, the
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price to purchase, the accessibility for maintenance, compatibility, effectiveness, and weight. The most
important consideration was the effectiveness of the heart exchanger because the higher the effectiveness,
the less input energy we would need to cool the system. Two other important criteria were weight and
compatibility. To assess the compatibility, we looked for heat exchangers that were currently being used in
offshore wind turbines and how practical it would be to implement into our design. As shown in the decision
matrix, the plate type heat exchanger scored the best overall. This style of heat exchanger is the most
effective. There is a very large surface contact area for heat transfer because the fluid spreads over the plate.
It can also be easily opened so that all surfaces are accessible for cleaning or pressure washing. It provides
very good reliability, and the weight and price are both relatively low.

Table 3. Weighted decision matrix for cooling system.

2.3 Housing
The housing mechanism is an integral component of an operating gearbox for its containment of the
geartrain assembly, its provided support for rotating components, its mechanical protection from the outside
world to the internal components, and its ability to hold lubricating baths. For the housing, our team did not
create physical ideation models but instead sketched various ideas and determined which designs should be
considered through a controlled convergence process using a Pugh matrix. The ideation sketches can be
seen in Appendix B.
Moving forward through the controlled convergence, we identified criteria that the housing must be able to
achieve for the top five ideas from the Pugh matrix seen in Appendix C. It became clear that while the
simplest housing geometry would allow easy manufacturing, it often does not allow the other important
criteria to be met. In other words, gearbox housing geometric intricacies are necessary to best provide
bearing and ring gear support, high reliability, accessibility for maintenance, and oil bath effectiveness.
The first idea was a cube housing shown below in Figure 16. The second idea was a cylindrical housing
shown below in Figure 17. The third idea was a hexagonal housing shown below in Figure 18. The fourth
idea was a half dome housing shown below in Figure 19. The fifth idea was a housing that resembles the
shape of the geartrain shown below in Figure 20.
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Figure 16. Cube housing concept.

Figure 18. Hexagonal housing concept.

Figure 17. Cylindrical housing concept.

Figure 19. Half-dome housing concept.

Figure 20. Housing that resembles geartrain geometry.

Using the weighted decision matrix shown in Table 4, we evaluated and compared the top five ideas. The
criteria used to evaluate each design included: providing bearing and ring gear support, reliability,
accessibility for maintenance, manufacturing difficulty, aesthetics, oil bath effectiveness, and size. Whether
the housing would provide bearing and ring gear support was by far the most important because if the
design does not meet this criterion the gearbox would not work properly.
The final design chosen based on the weighted decision matrix was a housing that resembled the geartrain
geometry. This design scored the highest for several reasons. First, this housing geometry allows bearings
to be supported on the input and output shafts of the geartrain as well as adequately fixing the ring gears
while doing so. This leads us to the next criterion which is reliability. Having this geometry of the housing
8

assures the largest surface contact points around the shaft bearings and ring gears, allowing the stresses
seen at these surfaces to spread out as much as possible, leading to lower loads and higher reliability of the
housing. The third reason was that using this housing geometry would allow the stages to rotate in their
own oil baths and have the most effectiveness in doing so which overall, promotes the cooling and
lubrication of the system which translates to higher reliability.

Table 4. Weighted decision matrix for housing structure.

Additionally, the same ideation and controlled convergence was conducted for more minor functions within
the gearbox housing like the oil cap and the gear train accessibility method.
For the oil cap, we weighed the advantages and disadvantages of hinge opening, fastening, press fit, seam
joint, key joint, and a hexagonal head cap. The option that earned the best score was the hexagonal head
cap for its advantages of containment for the gears and oil, oil bath effectiveness & oil changes, aesthetics,
durability, and serviceability of gear train. The Pugh matrix for this choice can be seen in Appendix C.
For the gear train accessibility method, we weighed the advantages and disadvantages of the same methods
seen for the oil cap, these being hinge opening, fastening, press fit, seam joint, and key joint. The option
that earned the best score was the hinge opening for its advantages of oil bath effectiveness & oil changes,
accessibilities, price, manufacturability, and serviceability of the gear train. The Pugh matrix for this choice
can also be seen in Appendix C.
3. Concept Design
This section shows our chosen design direction for each main of the three main areas of our design. We
show CAD models for our geartrain and housing designs as well as a concept prototype. We then discuss
the geometry, materials, and manufacturing processes for our final design.
3.1 CAD Models
After going through the concept development stages discussed in Section 2, we selected an epicyclic gear
train with two stages to move forward with. An isometric CAD view of our design can be seen in Figure
21. Each stage will have a sun gear in the middle, four planet gears, one outer ring gear, and a carrier
connecting the input shaft to the four planets. The first input shaft will be rotating at the same speed as the
blades of the wind turbine. The ring gears will be fixed in place and resting on the bottom of the housing.
The input shaft and first carrier will cause the four planet gears of the first stage to rotate around the axis of
the input shaft, and the ring gear will cause each planet gear to also rotate about its own center. These four
rotating planet gears will cause the sun gear to rotate at a higher speed. The first sun gear is connected to
an intermediate shaft, which then is connected to the second carrier.
9

Figure 21. CAD view of geartrain design.

The same process of increasing speed is used for the second stage of the geartrain. The sun gear of the
second stage is connected to the output shaft of the geartrain, which then connects to a generator. In other
words, the rotational speed of the output shaft from the gearbox is the input speed to the generator. This
means that our output shaft needs to spin at our specified generator speed of 300 RPM. Each stage of the
geartrain can have a specified gear ratio based on the number of teeth. We will be able to manipulate the
number of teeth on the ring, sun, and planet gears for each stage to produce a gear ratio high enough to
reach this goal output speed.
The housing for our gearbox will be shaped like the outer profile of the geartrain. A CAD design of this
type of housing can be seen in Figure 22. The housing in Figure 22 is pictured vertically, but the actual
arrangement would be horizontal. This option will take up the least amount of space and provide bearing
support at the input and output shafts and fixing the ring gears of the geartrain. The housing will have hinges
on one side so that the top half of the housing can be opened for maintenance. A latch will be present to
secure the maintenance hatch closed. Additionally, an oil cap will be located at the lowest point of the
housing to allow oil changes. A concept drawing of the oil cap and hinge mechanism can be seen below in
Figure 23.
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Figure 22. CAD view of housing design.

Figure 23. Concept sketch of housing design with oil cap and hinge mechanism.
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3.2 Concept Prototype
To further illustrate our design, we created a concept prototype of our geartrain. Pictures of this concept
prototype can be found in Figures 24-28. The gears and the carriers were made from foam board and the
housing was made from Styrofoam. It is important to note that this Styrofoam housing is not what our final
design will have. It is only important to show that the gears will be contained within a housing system and
the input and output shafts will be supported by bearings in the housing. The four planet gears of each stage
were connected to their respective carrier using straws. The main input shaft, output shaft, and middle shaft
were made from a wooden dowel. The point of this concept prototype is to show the arrangement of our
gears. We will arrange the geartrain to have two epicyclic stages with four planet gears in each stage.
Figure 24 shows the arrangement of the sun gear, ring gear, and four planet gears of a single stage. Note
that for this model, the gears are not meshed properly, as we are mainly focused on the form and shape.
Figure 25 shows how the shafts are connected to the carriers and the carriers are connected to the four
planets of each stage. Figures 26 and 27 show that the geartrain will be supported by the housing at the
input shaft and output shaft and there will be a cooling system below the gears. Figure 28 is a representation
of a cooling system to show that there will be one present in the final design.

Figure 24. Isometric view of our concept model geartrain.
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Figure 25. View of concept model showing multiple stages and connections between shafts, carriers, and
planet gears.

Figure 26. Isometric view of our concept model geartrain within a housing, including representations of a
cooling system below.
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Figure 27. Top view of concept model being held within the housing and cooling representations can be
seen in the bottom of the housing.

Figure 28. Visual representation of a cooling system used for our concept prototype.
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3.3 Materials, Geometry, and Manufacturing Processes
The material that we will use for our gear and shaft design will likely be some type of steel, as steel is
commonly used in many gear applications. We will have to choose exactly which type of steel after
performing calculations of strength and fatigue for our gears and shafts to determine which material will
provide the strength necessary to meet safety factors. We plan to use double-helical gear teeth to lower the
stress on each tooth and prevent any additional axial thrust loads from occurring. The number of teeth, exact
gear ratio, and size of each gear has not been determined yet. A material for the housing has not been
selected either yet. Once we have a size for the shafts, we will be able to choose appropriate bearings.
For our final prototype, we will be 3D printing parts out of a plastic material that is yet to be determined.
The material for 3D printing will be chosen based on the price for printing and the strength of each plastic.
We will want a plastic with a strength that is not too high so that we can see it deform when we add high
torques to our testing models. Each part (gears, shafts, housing) will be 3D printed separately and then
combined into the working prototype.
4. Concept Justification
This section will discuss how our design will meet each of our engineering specifications and show any
preliminary calculations we have performed. It will then discuss any hazards that could be present due to
our design and how those risks will be mitigated. Finally, we will discuss any current challenges and
concerns we still have with our concept.
4.1 Specifications and Preliminary Calculations
When creating CAD models for our geartrain, we found that four planet gears was realistically the most we
could have in one stage and still have our necessary gear ratios. When using planetary gears, larger planet
gears and a smaller sun gear will lead to a larger gear ratio [1]. If we were to add a fifth planet gear in one
stage, each planet would have to be smaller to fit and the sun gear must be larger. This would lead to a
smaller gear ratio. This could lead to us not being able to reach a total gear ratio high enough to reach the
required output speed. We decided that having four planet gears in one stage would be the best option.
The most important engineering specification that our design must meet is being able to withstand the input
torque. By choosing to have four planet gears in each stage, we can spread the torque felt by the planet
gears into four equal parts. This will also mean that the force on the teeth of the sun gear will be 25% of the
total force transferred [2]. One downside is that this means that the cycle between rest and actively
transferring force for the sun gear teeth is four times shorter than all the planet gears. This will impact the
life and durability of the sun gear especially. We will have to specify a material and perform calculations
based on the material to make sure it is strong enough to handle the forces on the teeth. Also, we chose to
use double helical gears so that the forces are spread out over the entire tooth evenly and more teeth can be
in contact at once. A double helical tooth arrangement will give is the benefits of using helical gears while
still avoiding having any axial thrust loads. Because the teeth are mirrored down the middle, the axial forces
transferred to the gears will cancel each other out [3].
Durability and life of gears is another important factor that our design must meet. Once we have a material
selected, we will be able to perform lifetime calculations for the gear and see how long they will last with
a given safety factor. The critical gear for this calculation will likely be the sun gear in the first stage for
reasons discussed above. The sun gear will have a cycle time that is about four times shorter than the other
planet gears because it is driven by all four planet gears at the same time. The lifetime calculations will
either confirm our choice of material or tell us that we need to go back and choose a stronger material [4].
To know what output speed would need to be achieved by our geartrain, we chose properties of a generator
that would be used with our model. The number of magnetic poles that a generator has is directly related to
what input speed is required [5]. Because of this relationship, we needed to balance having low numbers of
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poles to increase availability of poles with low rotational speed. We chose to use a generator that uses 24
poles and requires an input synchronous speed of 300 RPM. This was the best balance for our problem, as
there would be diminishing returns on using more poles than this. Also, this speed is reasonable for our
geartrain to achieve.
Achieving the goal output speed will come from the design. Based on the GE Haliade-X, our input speed
will be 7.82 RPM [6]. The generator qualities we specified earlier describe that the generator must have an
input speed of 300 RPM, meaning this will be our output speed from the geartrain. This means that our total
gear ratio must be at least 38.36:1. Calculations can be found in Appendix D. A single stage of a planetary
gearbox typically has gear ratios between 3:1 and 9:1[7]. To calculate the total gear ratio for multiple stages,
you simply multiply the gear ratio of each stage together. For example, this means that we could have a
gear ratio of 5:1 on the first stage and 8:1 on the second stage, giving a total gear ratio of 40:1. This assures
us that we will be able to meet our output speed specification.
Perhaps the hardest specification to measure, the efficiency of our gearbox is an important specification for
the overall impact it will have on the wind turbine. Once we have a working prototype, we will be able to
test it with a known input power (input torque and speed) and measure the output power (output torque and
speed) to calculate the efficiency of the gearbox.
Other specifications we must meet are that the size of our model gearbox must be less than 16 ft2 in area
and it must take less than 15 minutes to assemble. Once we have created our CAD model for the full-sized
gearbox that would fit into a wind turbine nacelle, we can scale all the parts down to fit within our given
area. When we make our final prototype, all the parts will be 3D printed separately and should not take
more than 15 minutes to assemble.
Lastly, when scaling our full-scale design to our testing prototype, we will be using Buckingham Pi
Theorem and Similitude laws for dimensioning, loading conditions, and material properties.
4.2 Design Hazards
While planning to build our design, we must think about safety for users. To ensure that we are thinking
about all possible risks, we used a design hazard checklist and came up with solutions to possible hazards.
The full design hazard checklist and safety correction plans can be found in Appendix E. One hazard that
could occur is quickly rotating parts causing many pinch points. There also may be high accelerations or
decelerations in the gearbox when the turbine is turning on or off. To avoid these problems, we plan to
include in our operator’s manual that the housing should be closed and secured whenever the machine is
running. Also, large rotating masses can be dangerous. The housing around the geartrain should prevent
any rotating masses from being accessible while the turbine is running. Another possible hazard is high
levels of noise coming from the gearbox and generator. In our operator’s manual, we will require all workers
to wear hearing protection while near the running gearbox. Additionally, the gears may have sharp edges
and could cause cuts to maintenance workers. To prevent this, we will design our gears to have small fillets
on all edges to reduce the likelihood of cuts. Furthermore, it is possible for very high temperatures to come
from the gearbox. This risk will be mitigated by our cooling system providing cooling for the gears with
oil and it should reduce the temperatures seen from outside the gearbox. We will also have a warning to not
touch the gearbox during operation in case there are still high levels of heat. Finally, there is a possibility
that unsafe use could occur if the machine is turned on without the gearbox housing being closed. Our
instruction manual will inform workers to make sure the housing is securely closed and fastened before
operation begins. The dates we plan to make all these changes by is also listed in the safety correction table
in Appendix E.
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4.3 Current Challenges and Concerns
One concern that we currently have is that by adding a fourth planet to each stage instead of three planets,
we are both increasing the likelihood it will be strong enough and lowering the lifetime of the sun gears.
We are not sure yet how much the life is affected by this addition of a fourth planet and therefore fourth
contact point transmitting load. It is true that the load will be lower, but now the number of cycles will be
higher. We plan to address this issue when we start performing hand calculations for selecting a material.
While performing hand calculations, it will be important for us to see what affect changing the gear ratios
of each stage will have on the forces felt by each gear and the lifetime of the gears. We will have to focus
on the sun gear of the first stage because we are predicting that that gear will have the lowest lifetime.
5. Project Management
Our project now turns towards preliminary testing for the Critical Design Review. Preliminary testing up
to the Critical Design Review (CDR) will include creating full-scale CAD models and testing them via
finite element analysis (FEA). First, we must take the specifications of the GE Haliade X and scale them
for our model. Then we will test these scaled loads on our CAD models. We have already created a
preliminary CAD model of our gear train shown in Figure 19. The most promising CAD model will be
chosen and refined. Once the CAD model withstands the scaled loads, we can start prototyping and
manufacturing the gearbox. The CDR will include this entire process as well as preliminary plans for
manufacturing prototypes.
Each time we manufacture a gearbox, we will test it against the scaled torque. Our goal is for the final
design to have a safety factor of at least 1.1. The tests will consist of assembling the gearbox and applying
the scaled load. We will then make note of two things. First, is the output shaft spinning at the necessary
rotational speed. Second, are the gears withstanding the loads applied to them. We will then increase the
torque to find the maximum torque the geartrain can withstand. This will allow us to ensure we are meeting
or exceeding our safety factor goal. After each test, our team will refine our CAD model, build another
scaled model, and perform the test again.
Once we have found a suitable design we will continue testing and fine tuning the design for the Design
Expo. The Final Design Review will document the entire design process. It will include descriptions of the
prototype’s manufacturing process, and the results of various testing on the final prototype.
Our team is planning on applying for the Baker-Koob endowment. We are requesting $500 for additional
funding. If the grant is received, it will be spent on the necessary materials to 3D print our prototypes and
help cover the costs of prototyping.
Table 5 outlines the project’s major deliverables. The Gantt Chart in Appendix F displays a tentative
schedule for the rest of the design process.
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Deliverable
Interim Design Review

Table 5. Major project deliverables.
Description
Get feedback from peers in lab about design and its
implementation plans.

Due Date
1/13/22

Initial Test Plan and Operators Detailed testing plan for components and system, a
Manual
user’s guide detailing how to operate the system and
all potential safety hazards.

1/27/22

Critical Design Review (CDR)

Detailed review of all components, costs, analysis,
and updated solution.

2/8/22

Manufacturing Test and Review

Status of component manufacturing, updated test
plan and updated schedule of project completion.
Show faculty coach and safety technician careful
consideration of safety hazards and
implementation of reasonable precautions.

3/10/22

Operators Manual

Complete operator's manual detailing all safety
hazards, all use cases, and general troubleshooting.

5/10/22

Design Verification Plan &
Report (DVPR) Sign-Off

Completion and analysis of testing on verification
prototype.

5/17/22

Design Expo

Presentation of poster and
hardware attended by advisors, sponsors,
faculty, and guests.
Final prototype, final design report, showcase of the
project expo poster.

5/27/22

Finishing all final paperwork and handing off all
project materials, products, and prototypes.

6/3/22

Verification Prototype
(VP) Sign-Off

Final Design Review (FDR)
Wrap Up Paperwork

4/26/22

6/3/22

6. Conclusion
After completing the ideation process and comparing our ideas using Pugh and weighted decision matrices,
we have come to a decision about our design direction. For the geartrain, we will be designing a two-stage
gearbox with four planets on each stage. We felt this was the best option because it can provide a high
enough gear ratio, is simple to manufacture compared to the other designs, and keeps weight and cost low
relative to the other designs. We decided on a plate-type heat exchanger for the cooling system and a
housing that follows the profile of the geartrain. The plate-type exchanger was the best option because it is
the most accessible for maintenance while also being very effective, relatively cheap, and taking up little
space. The housing design was chosen because it takes up the least space and it allows for easy use of
bearings to hold the input and output shaft in place. This style of housing also allows an oil bath to be
present inside the housing, making sure that all the gears are cooled and stay lubricated.
The next step is to complete hand calculations to find our scaled loads. We are going to create an Excel
spreadsheet to perform these calculations so that it can be easily manipulated for many permutations. We
will then start creating CAD models with the proper scale, selecting a material, and performing FEA on
each of them. If you, the sponsor, find this design direction to be acceptable, we ask that you agree to it,
and we can move forward with the rest of the design process; if not, we ask that you provide us with
guidance so that we can best fit to your needs.
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Appendix A – Ideation Models
Ernesto’s Models:

Figure 29. Parallel shaft gear model.
For our first concept model, we thought to build a very simple parallel axis gear and pinion system to remind
us of the fundamentals of concepts and specifications for gears including bevel and non-parallel and worm
assemblies, external/internal gears, rack & pinions, spur and helical, pitch diameters, pitch, diametral pitch,
module, number of teeth, tooth size, pressure angles, clearance, dedendum, center distance, line of actions,
work depth, etc. Our hope with remembering all the assemblies and specifications is to pull inspiration,
incorporating all the benefits when applicable, and assuring that all necessary specifications are addressed.

Figure 30. Epicyclic gearbox with three planets model.
For our second concept model, we built an epicyclic gearbox to start addressing some of the decision
making we will need to tackle including the number of sun gears, the dimensioning of gears (including ring
gear), number of teeth, diametral pitches, pressure angles, line of action, gear ratio, input and output torque
and speed.
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Figure 31. Epicyclic gearbox with two stages.
For our third concept model, we included multiple stages to the epicyclic gearbox to promote a greater
torque reduction and greater speed increase.

Figure 32. Shell and tube heat exchanger model.
For our fourth concept model, we built a simple shell and tube heat exchanger to begin conceptualizing the
different heat exchanger assemblies and motivating us to revisit our ME 350 notes and heat exchanger
calculator tool. Our team’s initial thought is to cool the gearbox oil through a tube and shell heat exchanger
with the cold sea water.
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Carson’s Models:

Figure 33. Three planet epicyclic gearbox with carrier model.
For our first concept model we created a single-stage planetary geartrain with three planets. The first
question we thought of after creating this was: How many planet gears can we fit? This led us to our second
idea.

Figure 34. Epicyclic gearbox with seven planet gears model.
For our second model we tried to add as many planet gears as possible. we fit seven into this ring gear.
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Figure 35. Single stage epicyclic with parallel shaft gearbox model.
For our third ideation model, we created a single-stage planetary gear train with a parallel shaft at the end.
We also included the housing for the gearbox, which is represented by the carboard box.
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Figure 36. Model of heat exchanger placed within housing model.
For our fourth ideation model, we conceptualized the placement of the heat exchanger within the gearbox
housing. The blue clay represents the cold sea water, the red clay represents the hot oil, and the blue tape
represents the oil level which then drove us to consider analyzing gearbox oil options and oil levels.

Michael’s Models:

Figure 37. Parallel pipe flow heat exchanger model.
This is a model of a parallel pipe flow heat exchanger. We decided to have one pipe of the coolant fluid
(like oil) and two pipes of cold fluid (seawater). Three pipes provide more coverage than just two, but there
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could be more pipes for more surface contact with the hot coolant. There could also be one pipe completely
enclosed within another pipe. Flow could go in the same direction or in opposite directions.

Figure 38. Ring gear and support model.
This is a model of the outer ring gear for our gearbox, along with a support mechanism to hold it in place.
The support would likely be connected to the housing system so there is no radial movement of the gearbox.
This made us think that having the housing fit right around the outer ring gear would be a good way to keep
it in place and there could be a groove that it fits into.

Figure 39. Single stage gearbox with triangle shaped carrier model.
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This model is three planet gears around the one sun gear. We were trying to test out another way to hold
the three planets together with a triangle shape bracket, but we found it hard to keep them lined up evenly.
We think that connecting the planets in the middle would be a better way to keep them evenly spaced. Also,
maybe more planets would help with the spacing issue.

Figure 40. Single stage with four planet gears model.
This model used four planets along with a bracket holding the four planets together that connects in the
middle through an ‘X’ shaped carrier. We also put a simple ring gear surrounding the four gears. This makes
it obvious that there would not be much space for any more planet gears and that if we wanted more, we
would have to largely reduce the size of our planets. That would lead to a smaller gear ratio. So even though
it would provide more surface area and lessen the loads of each gear, it would reduce the gear ratios and
we would likely need another stage. These are thing to think about and we must find the best point in the
middle of less force on each gear and smaller gear ratios.
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Kyle’s Models:

Figure 41. Single stage epicyclic gearbox.
This model has three planetary gears around a sun gear. The way we held the gears together in this model
was very unrealistic and we are planning on using an outer ring gear. From this model we learned that it
was difficult to connect the shafts, and this made use consider what types of connections we could use. We
also suspended the gearbox using the shafts, which is probably not a viable solution because of the bending
force in the shafts. We will have to reconsider how we suppport the gear box.

Figure 42. Parallel flow heat exchanger.
This concept shows a parallel heat exchanger that would loop through the housing. The straws represent
the inside tubes, and the play dough is the outside tubes. This model made us consider what types of fluids
we would use in a parallel plate heat exchanger. Cool ocean water could flow through the inside of the tube
cooling the hot coolant that interacts with the gearbox housing.
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Figure 43. Shell and tube heat exchanger.
The straws on the inside of this model represent the tube bundle and the paper surrounding them is the shell.
This is another type of heat exchanger we are considering. Typically, these heat exchangers are very large
and are commonly used for high pressure applications. Since our gearbox will be very large, we may have
room for such a large heat exchanger. Its efficiency is lower than that of a parallel plate heat exchanger, but
this would be less expensive, so we are still considering it.
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Appendix B – Idea Sketches

Figure 44. Geartrain idea lists and sketches.
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Figure 45. Heat exchanger idea lists and sketches.
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Figure 46. Housing idea lists and sketches.
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Appendix C – Decision Matrices
Table 6. Pugh Matrix for geartrain design. Concept numbers correspond to geartrain idea sketches in
Appendix B.

Table 7. Pugh Matrix for cooling system designs. Concept numbers correspond to idea cooling system
sketches in Appendix B.
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Table 8. Pugh Matrix for housing design. Concept numbers correspond to housing idea sketches in
Appendix B.
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Appendix D – Preliminary Analyses

Figure 47. Calculating required gear ratio based on known input speed and desired output speed.
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Appendix E – Design Hazard Checklist
Table 9. Design hazard checklist.
Y

N

X

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar
action, including pinch points and sheer points?

X

2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?

X

3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
X

4. Will the system produce a projectile?

X

5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?

X

6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?

X

7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
X

8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?

X

9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?

X

10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels, hanging
weights or pressurized fluids?

X

11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of the
system?

X

12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical posture
during the use of the design?

X

13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the
design or the manufacturing of the design?

X

14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?

X

15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog,
humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc.?

X

16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
X

17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on
reverse.
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Table 10. Design hazard correction plans.
Description of Hazard
Hazardous rotating parts,
including pinch points.

Planned Corrective Action
The machine will only be running while the
housing around it is closed and secured.

Planned
Date
1/27/22

The machine will only be running while the
housing around it is closed and secured.

1/27/22

Housing will be closed and secured while
machine is running, housing will be secured to
nacelle of turbine with heavy-duty screws.

2/8/22

Large forces/rotating masses.

Gears will be designed with small fillets on
sharp edges to reduce this, and machine will
only be running while housing is closed.

2/8/22

Sharp edges on gears.

Any maintenance workers must wear hearing
protection if the turbine is running while they
are working.

1/27/22

High levels of noise are
possible.

2/8/22

High temperatures very likely.

The cooling system we design should reduce
the levels of heat in the gearbox.

High accelerations when
starting up.

Unsafe use is possible.

Actual
Date

Instruction manual will tell workers to securely 1/27/22
close housing before starting machine and keep
closed at all times while turbine is running.
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Appendix F – Gantt Chart
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Abstract
In this Critical Design Review document, we will present our system design we have planned for our
verification prototype. We start off by discussing any changes made to our design since our Preliminary
Design Review. We then continue by presenting details of our two-stage planetary gearbox and show our
CAD models created for 3D printing parts. We then justify our design by using engineering analysis. The
main calculations we performed show that our geartrain design will survive the input torque of 12.9 million
ft-lbf with a factor of safety of 1.56, meeting IEC 64100-4 standards for wind turbines. Then we discuss
our manufacturing plan, including where and how we will procure all necessary materials, the cost of all
materials, and how each part will be manufactured. Many important parts for our verification prototype,
like the gears, will be 3D printed using PLA plastic, but some parts will be made from Delrin plastic and
acrylic. Finally, we discuss our plans for testing our verification prototype. We will check that it meets all
the specifications we set out for it, such as handling the specified levels or torque and achieving a minimum
level of efficiency. These steps outline our plan moving forward to assemble and test our design verification
prototype and determine whether our design successfully met the criteria.
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1. Introduction
The objective of this project is to provide an economical and independent approach to generating electrical
energy for American energy companies like General Electric with the Haliade-X 14MW offshore wind
turbine. To do this, our team designed a gearbox that increases shaft rotational speeds to allow generators
to have a fewer number of magnetic poles for the same electrical generation. The precious metals that
comprise these magnetic poles are often monopolized by foreign countries and are expensive to acquire.
The challenge in this project is to design a gearbox that can successfully handle the torque seen by the
turbine at around 12.89 million lbf-ft with a safety factor of 1.56, per IEC 61400-4. We will also
manufacture a 32:1 scaled prototype from PLA 3D printed gears, Delrin machined carrier components, and
housing shells for testing verification including gear strength torque testing, assembly time testing, threemonth Preventative Maintenance (PM) check testing, annual PM check testing, three-year PM check
testing, weight testing and for Senior Design Exposition display.
Looking at our design, we have a two stage 36:1 ratio, reducing, planetary gearbox. Since our PDR, we
have made criterial design changes for the success of torque handling and operations.
Below in Figure 1, you can see a side-by-side comparison of the preliminary geartrain design with the
verified geartrain design. There were obvious changes in the geometry including an increase in gear
thickness from 1 inch to 6 inches to, a cross carrier shape to circular carrier shape, an increase in input shaft
diameter from 1 inch to 2 inches, a helix angle change from 15° to 20°, increasing the number of shafts on
the carrier from four to six and a material change from a generic steel to AISI 4340 steel all of which are
aimed to increase torque handling. Additionally, there were changes in the geometry to promote operations
like decreasing the number of planet gears from four in each stage to three, as four no longer fit. We are
also including a key and keyway coupling to connect the first and second stage, including bearings that
would be press-fitted onto the carrier shafts for the planet gears, and fastening the ring gears to the housing
to effectively fix them.
Preliminary Geartrain

Verified Geartrain

Figure 1. Side by side comparison of Preliminary Geartrain Design with the Verified Geartrain Design
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Below in Figure 2, a side-by-side comparison of the preliminary gearbox housing design with the verified
gearbox housing design is shown. There are also obvious changes to geometry of the housing including an
increase in shell length to better fit the ring length, a square base to better stand on tabletop surface, space
allocation for the rotating carrier, a specified hole diameter for press fitting a bearing at the input, a material
change from a generic steel to Aluminum 2024 for its lighter weight, and including an acrylic viewing
window on the prototype to enhance user interface that Senior Design Exposition.
Preliminary Gearbox Housing Design

Verified Gearbox Housing Design

Figure 2. Side by side comparison of Preliminary Gearbox Housing Design with the Verified Gearbox
Housing Design

2. System Design
This section presents the details of our full design and explains its functionality. The full design is broken
down into subsystems and components. Each subsystem and component are described, and its functionality
is explained. In addition, this section details each subsystem and component, including a cost breakdown
of our verification prototype. Detailed drawings of each subsystem and component for the geartrain and
housing can be found in Appendix A.
2.1 System Level Functionality and Design
We are designing a two stage epicyclic geartrain, its housing, and determining the cooling load needed to
be implemented in the General Electric Haliade-X 14-Megawatt offshore wind turbine.
The purpose of our geartrain design is to handle the torque seen by the rotor to and increase the rotational
speed of the generator to be able to implement generators with fewer number of poles for the same electrical
power generation. Reducing the number of poles significantly reduces the dependency on precious metals
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outsourced from foreign countries. With our 36:1 torque reducing gearbox design, we were able to reduce
the number of poles from about 922 poles with a corresponding 7.81 RPM rotational speed for a generator
of 60 Hz electrical frequency to only 24 poles, which corresponds to a rotational speed of 300 RPM.
The housing design follows the shape of the geartrain with a ~0.5-inch clearance at any surface or edge to
save space and material and maintains functions to support and contain the geartrain assembly. The cooling
system works to maintain gearbox temperature that arises from efficiencies from frictional losses.
The cooling system will be a Liquid-liquid-air system with plate type heat exchangers because of its high
cooling capacity. The cooling capacity required will be determined from gearbox efficiency testing that is
discussed later in this report.
2.2 Geartrain Functionality and Design
The geartrain contains two stages, each with a gear ratio of 6:1. The first stage consists of the input shaft,
the first carrier, 3 planet gears, a sun gear, a ring gear, and the key segment of the intermediate shaft. The
input shaft is connected to the rotor of the wind turbine. This means the input shaft experiences the initial
and largest amount of torque of 12.89 million lbf-ft. The input shaft is connected to each of the 3 planet
gears via the first carrier. The carrier drives the planet gears to rotate within the ring gear and around the
sun gear. The sun gear contains the key segment of the intermediate shaft. The first stage can be seen in the
exploded assembly below in Figure 3.

Figure 3. First Stage Assembly
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The interface between the first and second stage, or the intermediate shaft, consists of two parts. The first
being the sun gear, containing the key of the first stage. An engineering drawing of the sun gear /
intermediate shaft can be seen in the below in Figure 4.

Figure 4. First Stage Sun Gear and Key of Intermediate Shaft
The second part is the keyway portion of the intermediate shaft and the carrier of the second stage. This
part can be seen below in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Keyway Portion of Intermediate Shaft and Carrier of Second Stage
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The second stage is identical to the first stage as far as components go with the only key differences being
the component functionality as well as loads and speeds seen at each stage component. The first difference
being the first stage carrier keyway to allow users and testing interface with a handle or input shaft that
contains that key geometry. The second difference being the first stage sees the initial and largest torques
from the rotor. And lastly, the output shaft connects the sun gear of the second stage to the generator instead
of another stage. The second stage of the geartrain and its housing can be seen in Figure 6. This shows that
the two stages are the same which opens the door for endless stages, testing, and user interface.

Figure 6. Second Stage Assembly
The wind induces a thrust on the rotor and the input shaft of the gear that must be eliminated by including
a thrust bearing on this shaft. The bearing must be rated for at least 537,148.15 lbf of thrust per our thrust
load calculations seen in appendix B. Note that we only rated thrust capacity requirements for this bearing
and did not actually do through selecting a real bearing for the theoretical model nor are we including a
scaled thrust bearing on the prototype as it will not serve much of a purpose or see any real loads.

Figure 7: Thrust bearing on Rotor Shaft
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2.3 Housing Functionality and Design
The housing has two functions that are crucial to our whole design. First, it contains and supports the
geartrain. The housing has bearings at the shaft locations that allow the shafts to spin. The housing also
has 6 holes which allow bolts to run through each stage and secure the ring gears in place which allows
the planet gears and sun gears to spin as mentioned above in section 2.2. The housing shell can be seen
below in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Housing Shell Drawing
Secondly, the housing also contains the oil bath used to cool and lubricate the geartrain. Due to the huge
amount of torque experienced by our geartrain even a small inefficiency will result in a large amount of
heat. Therefore, a housing system that can effectively contain the oil bath is critical to the performance of
our design. The full housing assembly can be seen below in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Housing Assembly
2.4 Cooling System Functionality and Design
Because we are not building the cooling system for our verification prototype, we have no CAD models,
detailed drawings, or costs for the cooling system components. However, Figure 10 below shows a
schematic for a liquid-liquid-air cooling loop which can be a viable cooling system selection for its high
cooling capacity.

Figure 10. Liquid-Liquid-Air Cooling System
The heat exchangers in the liquid-liquid-air cooling system will be counterflow heat exchangers because
of their high cooling capacity and space efficiency. A schematic of a counterflow heat exchanger and its
flow can be seen below in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Counterflow Type Heat Exchanger Schematic
An important note is that we have not yet conducted the gearbox efficiency test, later examined in this
report, which gives a direct indication of the cooling capacity required to counteract the heat produced
from frictional losses. Once the test is completed in the testing validation stage of this design, we will be
able to accurately gauge the cooling capacity necessary.
2.5 Cost Breakdown of Full Design
Because most of our components are going to be 3D printed, finding the component costs were simple
calculations. PLA plastic is the material we will be printing and priced by weight. To find the price of each
manufactured component we simply multiplied its weight by the price of the material used to make it. For
example, PLA plastic is $24.99/kg. The parts that we are not manufacturing, we simply ordered online.
There were zero manufacturing costs because all manufacturing processes were either done by a member
of our team or using free on campus resources. The cost of the two housing shells is $39.75, $25.80 for six
planet gears, $3.40 for two sun gears, $48.20 for two full ring gears, $6.80 for two carriers, and $4.70 for
two carrier caps for a total of $128.65 for the entire gear 3D printed parts, $64.33 for each stage.
Additionally, we ordered the acrylic shield which was which was a total of $100.89, the deep groove ball
bears which were $91.22, the fastest which were $12.66 and finally the thread inserts which were $16.98.
This makes the total cost of our prototype $350.40, which worked under our $500.00 budget.
3. Design Justification
This section will discuss how our design will meet all the design specifications. Each specification will be
discussed, and evidence will be given to show that our design will meet the specifications. The analyses
done on our gear teeth will be provided to show that they meet the required safety factors. Our efficiency
testing plan to gauge power losses and resultant heat production will be addressed. And finally, verification
from our structural prototype will be given and shown to meet all functionalities including safety,
maintenance, and repair considerations for our design will then be discussed.
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3.1 Analysis
The area with the highest likelihood of failure is the ring gear teeth of the first stage from bending due to
having the highest static stress. These teeth will have the highest stress because they are stationary and
receive the forces from the input torque through the planet gear of the first stage. Each of the teeth on the
ring gear will also see about 1.5 times more cycles of contact than the planet gear teeth because there are
three planet gears, but the planet gears are in contact with the ring gear and the sun gear leading to the
highest overall bending stress in the geartrain. The first stage of the geartrain is much more likely to fail
because as the angular speed of the gears increases in the second stage, the torque decreases by the same
factor. This is because power through a rotating shaft is equal to the angular speed multiplied by the torque,
and because no power is being added in the middle of the geartrain, the torque is much less on the later
gears.
To begin our analysis, we found the transmitted load seen by these gear teeth based on the input torque and
the geometry of the geartrain. The hand calculations for finding the input torque can be seen in Appendix
B, and they show that the input torque seen by the geartrain is 12,887,002 ft-lbf. Then, using the geometry
we have defined for the geartrain, we found the transmitted load from one planet gear’s teeth to the ring
gear teeth is 454,736 lbf. This transmitted load is what causes the bending stress in the gear teeth. These
hand calculations can also be found in Appendix B.
To determine how much stress was seen by these ring gear teeth, we used the AGMA stress equations from
Shigley’s Mechanical Engineering Design textbook [1]. For calculations of our full-sized model, an analysis
calculating the bending stress, including all the parameters used, can be found in Appendix B. To rapidly
perform iterations of the gear stress calculations, we created a gear tooth stress analysis tool using Excel
spreadsheets with formulas for allowable bending stress, safety factor, and material strength. This
spreadsheet allowed us to change one parameter at a time and view what effect it would have on the safety
factor and required strength. This shows that the total bending stress is about 92,637 psi. We decided to
find the safety factor for bending based 210.2 million cycles for the ring gear meeting the planet gears and
a reliability of 99%. This number of cycles, combined with the planet gear speed of 7.81 RPM, equals 20
years of lifetime. 20 years is the IEC 64100-4 recommended lifetime length for gear teeth in wind turbine
gearboxes [2]. The temperature factor in this equation was chosen to be 1 because it is assumed that our
cooling system will keep the gears at a constant temperature below 250 degrees Fahrenheit. We then used
the value of stress to calculate what the required material strength must be to achieve the required factor of
safety of 1.56, given by IEC 64100-4 standards [2]. This calculation told us that we needed a gear strength
of at least 149,919 psi to have a factor of safety of 1.56. Using this information, we found that AISI 4340
Steel, which has an allowable bending stress of 150,000 psi [3], would provide a safety factor of 1.561 by
using the Goal Seek function in our Excel spreadsheet.
Next, we needed to determine how much torque would be required to use as an input for our structural
prototype testing. We simply worked backwards in the order used above. We started knowing that the factor
of safety for bending needs to be 1.56 and the allowable bending stress of PLA plastic ranges from 1,20014,900 psi, so we chose to evaluate at a yield strength of 5,000 psi [4]. This strength is on the lower end of
the range and is therefore a more conservative guess because we will be using 3D printing, where it can be
hard to predict the resulting yield strength of the printed part. Using this material strength and the safety
factor of 1.56, we determined that the allowable bending stress is 3,088 psi. Using the information about
our gear, including face width being 6.28 inches, we calculated that the transmitted load would need to be
146.3 lbf. These calculations can be seen in the analysis tool in Appendix B. By using the geometry of the
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gear teeth in the same way as above, we found that the input torque we would need to apply for our testing
is 119.7 ft-lbf. This can be found in Appendix B.
These results indicate that our chosen materials for the full-size design and 3D printed model will be able
to handle the input torque given to each one with the necessary factor of safety.
3.1 Prototype Test Results
For the CDR milestone, we built a single stage structural prototype from 3D printed PLA and ABS for the
gears, housing, and carrier caps and turned and faced down Delrin round stock for our carrier shafts. Once
the structural prototype was assembled with the proper bearing, bolts, and threaded inserts, an initial test
was performed first to see that the gears would all mesh and spin properly. The structural prototype can be
seen in Figure 12. This prototype only contains the first stage of our geartrain as to save time and material
spending due to anticipated changes that may arise from testing results including the gear strength torque
test, assembly time, and accessibility for the 3-Month Preventative Maintenance check, Annual
Preventative Maintenance check, 3-Year PM check, and the weight test.
For the gear strength torque test, we will use a torque wrench to apply a torque of about 120 ft-lbf to the
input shaft while fixing the output shaft. This caused the gears to experience a static load. We will test
whether there are no gear teeth bending at this amount of torque, meaning that we achieved a safety factor
greater than, estimated to be at 1.56. We then want to test what torque is required to cause tooth bending so
that we can determine what torque can be handled for a safety factor of 1.00. This will enable us to find
out, more precisely, what the yield strength of the PLA plastic is after being 3D printed. With a more precise
material strength value, we could reiterate the torque test until we reach convergence in our failure torque
value. What we hope to find is that the ring gear teeth begin to bend when we apply a torque of close to
187 ft-lbf to the input shaft.
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Figure 12. Structural Prototype.
To acquire the assembly time of the prototype, each one of our group members will disassemble all
components of our gearbox along with an exploded assembly drawing. Using a stopwatch timer, we will
find the average assembly time across our group member was as well as a minimum and a maximum time
to better wage preventative maintenance operations and to build a maintenance schedule.
To acquire accessibility requirement data, we will use a similar approach to the assembly time test where
the average time will be measured across our group members but this time, they will have to allocate time
to conducting the steps lists in the Preventative Maintenance procedure. We will find time averages to
conduct the 3-Month Preventative Maintenance procedure, the Annual Preventative Maintenance procedure
and the 3-Year Preventative Maintenance procedure again to better build a maintenance schedule.
What is important to consider is that these are the times it took to conduct the check on the structural
prototype. The theoretical model is thirty-two times larger than the prototype, is around three-thousand tons
in weight, and is in the ocean. Realistic preventative maintenance checks for these machines would require
ships equipped with experienced personnel, tooling, and machinery including cranes. For these reasons, we
cannot accurately gauge the maintenance schedule to the theoretical but have instead based it on smaller
rotating equipment in modern day energy refineries.
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3.2 Safety, Maintenance, and Repair Considerations
With the introduction of the gearbox as a completely new mechanical component to the wind turbine, it
was imperative that we conducted a risk assessment to identify potential risks and failure modes which can
be found in Appendix C. From the risk assessment, it became clear that there were multiple hazards that
could affect safety when considering assembly, operations, and environmental considerations. This
prompted us to conduct a failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) to best mitigate these failure modes.
A copy of the Design Hazard Checklist can be found in Appendix D and the FMEA can be seen attached
in Appendix C. To elevate the finding of the FMEA, we built a Preventative Maintenance Procedure (PM)
which outlines in detail and illustrations how to conduct the mitigating actions on a periodic basis. The PM
cadences being the Three-Month PM, the Annual PM, and the Three-Year PM.
Establishment of the PM introduces diverse benefits including utilization of internal resources and labor,
which translates to millions in savings over the year, optimized safety and reliability, establishment of a
knowledge maintenance crew, and the creation of American jobs.
3.3 Remaining Concerns
While we are greatly confident in our calculations, we still have a few concerns about the design. One of
the largest concerns is the material strength of 3D printed PLA plastic. Every source we looked at provided
a broad range of material strength. We are concerned that after we 3D print our gears, we will find out that
we ended up with a low material strength and that our gears will fail much easier than anticipated. We are
currently looking into more ways to determine the strength of a printed part, including thicker walls and a
higher infill mesh interior. To combat this, again, we will conduct an iterative torque test to find
convergence in material strength.
Another point of concern is that the surface quality of 3D printed parts will hinder the rotational movement
of the gears. We are slightly concerned that because the surfaces are rough, they will have a lot of friction
and will make it much harder to spin the gears. This will mean that a higher torque input is required to
overcome the friction and could lead to teeth failure. We may be able to subsidize this problem with surface
finishing by printing with a high print quality and even incorporate sanding.
4. Manufacturing Plan
This section will explain how our verification prototype will be manufactured. We will first discuss what
parts will be purchased and how they will be procured. Next, we will explain the steps that need to be taken
to manufacture the complete product. Finally, the assembly process will be described in depth so that
anybody who reads this document will be able to assemble the complete geartrain and housing. All steps
discussed here can also be seen in our team’s Gantt chart in Appendix E.
4.1 Procurement
The materials that we must acquire to build the prototype include PLA plastic for 3D printing, an acrylic
sheet for making a viewing window, deep groove ball bearings to support the planet gears and
input/intermediate/output shafts, thread inserts to put into the 3D printed housing to allows for bolts to be
screwed in, Delrin stock to make the shafts that hold the planet gears, and an assortment of bolts and
washers. More specific item information can be found in our project budget in Appendix F.
The PLA filament will be purchased from Hatchbox3D. The acrylic window will be purchased from
McMaster-Carr. The deep groove ball bearings and threaded inserts will be purchased from Amazon. An
assortment of nuts, washers, and bolts will be purchased from Harbor Freight. A 9 foot-long, 3.5-inch
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diameter stock of Delrin was donated to our group by the IME department at Cal Poly, SLO. All purchases
will be requested by the team and made through the Mechanical Engineering department at Cal Poly, SLO.
4.2 Manufacturing
The manufacturing steps for each manufacturing operation can be found in the manufacturing plan.
All PLA 3D printed parts were made with a nozzle temperature of 220°C and bedplate temperature of 70°C,
built on a brim support, have a 15% grid infill at a dynamic (16mm) quality. One of the housing shells was
printed with 2 walls, used 795g of material and took 3 days 5 hours 56 minutes to print. One of the ring
gear halves was printed with 4 walls, used 482g of material and took 1 day 23 hours 32 minutes to print.
One of the planet gears was printed with 4 walls, used 172g of material and took 19 hours 30 minutes to
print. One of the sun gears was printed with 4 walls, used 68g of material and took 7 hours 25 minutes to
print. One of the carriers was printed with 3 walls, used 136g of material and took 12 hours 47 minutes to
print. And one of the carrier caps used 3 walls, used 94g of material and took 9 hours 21 minutes to print.
The Delrin stock came in a 3.5-inch diameter, 10 feet long bar that we cut down to 12 equally size bars
using the meter saw. Once we had the smaller bars, we faced them all down to a 6.3-inch length, turned 6
of them down to a diameter of 0.5-inches and the other 6 to an outer diameter of 0.67-inch with a tapped
M6 internal thread at a depth of 2-inches.
The acrylic window is shaped using a laser cutter to get clean, transparent surface finishes at the cuts. This
works as there are no changes to the acrylic thickness other than the 2D profile.
4.3 Assembly
Assembling the gearbox begins with press fitting the 35x72x17 mm bearings to the housing, press fitting
the carriers into the bearing hole assuring it is inside the housing, and press fit the thread inserts into the
housing holes. Secondly, you press fit the 0.5x1-1/8, 5/16 inch bearing to both ends of the planet gear, mesh
the gears each stage geartrain between the ring gear halves (assuring that each planet gear is 120 degrees
apart of each other), sliding the entire geartrain into the housing at one time, and fasten ring gears into the
housing. Once the geartrain is fastened to the housing, you line up the planet gears to be able to fit and
fasten the correct shafts through the planet gear bearings and the other shafts to better support the carrier.
Lastly, you fasten the carrier cap to the Delrin shafts and fasten the acrylic viewing window to the housing.
You repeat the process for the second stage and connect the two via the intermediate shaft. The full ordered
assembly process can be found in the Assembly Steps section of the Manufacturing Plan in Appendix G.
5. Design Verification Plan
This section will entail the tests we plan to perform on our verification prototype to evaluate specifications.
We will describe each test we plan to perform and describe how they will evaluate each of our
specifications. This will also include the facilities and equipment needed to perform these tests. The full
design verification plan can be found in Appendix H. Our timeline for these tests can be found in our Gantt
chart in Appendix E.
5.1 Planned Tests
We have seven planned tests to perform on our design to evaluate each of our specifications. The
specifications we will be evaluating, and their corresponding tests are shown below in Table 1.
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Table 1. Specifications and Corresponding Tests
Specification
Ease of Assembly
Gear Strength
Gear Strength
Efficiency
Efficiency
Accessibility

Test
Assembly Time Test
Torque Test
Material Tensile Testing with Strain Gauge
Efficiency Test (String and Mass Set-Up)
Efficiency Test (Dynamometer Set-Up)
3 Month Preventative Maintenance Check, Annual Preventative
Maintenance Check, 3 Year Preventative Maintenance Check

5.1.1 Assembly Time Test
One of the key specifications of our design was how easy it is to assemble. This is important because a low
assembly time significantly reduces the amount of time the rest of our testing will take. It will also allow
us to perform a higher number of tests and therefore a higher quality design. The assembly time test consists
of measuring the amount of time it takes our team to assemble the gearbox. The only pieces of equipment
needed are the gearbox components, a stopwatch, and a hexagonal screwdriver. An assembly time of 15
minutes or less will indicate a successful test.
5.1.2 Torque Test
The most important specification of our gearbox is the strength of the gear teeth. Our gear strength will be
evaluated by conducting a torque test. This test will be done by applying a constant torque load to the input
shaft while the output shaft is fixed. We will first apply the scaled load found in our analysis. This ensures
that our prototype has the required strength. If our prototype withstands the scaled load, this indicates that
our full-size theoretical model will withstand the torque it would experience in the Haliade-X 14 MW
turbine. If the gearbox can withstand the scaled torque of 30 ft-lbf without failure, the test will be considered
successful. We will then increase the torque until failure. For this torque test we will need to 3D print a
scaled gear box that is much thinner than our standard model. This is because our prototype would take
more toque than we can possibly safely apply with a torque wrench. Decreasing the depth of the gears
allows our gearbox to fail at a much lower toque, which will be much easier to apply. We will ensure that
our gearbox either meets or exceeds our safety factor of 1.56. To perform this test, we will need the
assembled gearbox (a thinner version), a torque wrench, and a pair of vice grips to fix the output shaft, and
a 3D printed part to attach the torque wrench to the input shaft.
5.1.3 Material Tensile Testing with Strength Gauge
The most important specification of our gearbox is the strength of the gear teeth. Our material strength will
be evaluated by conducting a tensile strength test using a strain gauge. We will print a rectangular piece of
PLA plastic and test it in order to find the material strength of the PLA. This is necessary as we do not have
a value for the material strength of PLA yet. To perform this test, we will be conducting this test in the
materials lab on campus. We will need 5 rectangular PLA samples, the strain gauge, and safety goggles.
There is no pass or fail criteria for this test. We are simply trying to find an accurate value for our material
strength.
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Figure 13: Strain Gauge
5.1.4 Efficiency Test
To evaluate the efficiency of our gearbox prototype, we will provide the input shaft with a known torque
power delivered by a corded hand drill and read by a Kill-A-Watt. We will couple the drill and the gearbox
with a custom-made 3D printed part that has a shank on end for the drill and a key on the other end to drive
the gearbox input shaft. We will then attach a string to the output shaft. At the other end of the string, we
will attach a known mass. We will measure the amount of time it takes for the mass to rise to the output
shaft and the number of revolutions the output shaft makes. Then, using measured values, the radius of the
output shaft, the length of the string, and the weight of the mass, we will calculate the output power. We
can then divide the output power by the input power to find efficiency. The test will be considered
successful if the gearbox does not lose more than 10% of its power due to friction. The assembled gearbox,
a stopwatch, a string, a mass, a drill, and a kill-a-watt are the items we need to perform this test. Below in
Figure 14, a schematic of the efficiency testing plan is shown.

Figure 14: Efficiency Testing (String and Mass Set-Up) Plan
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5.1.5 Efficiency Testing (Dynamometer Set-Up)
The feature and function that the test is for is differences in dynamometer input power, to see how this
power reading changes when gauging an engine when standing alone and when coupled with the
gearbox.
Equipment:
Power flow schematic

Known Power Engine

Gearbox

Dynamometer

Figure 15: Efficiency Testing (Dynamometer Set-Up) Plan
The hazards associated with this test includes high speed rotating shafts which can create a drawing
hazard. To mitigate this, testers will tie up loose hair, draw strings, low hanging jewelry, and will roll up
their sleeves if applicable. Safety glasses are required as the only personal protective equipment.
The facility that this testing will take place will be in the mechanical engineering Engines Lab. (Need to
identify building, room number, and open availability)
The steps to run this test include first, setting up dynamometer coupled with the engine. Second, running
the dynamometer test on the engine to establish a baseline power. Third, setting up dynamometer coupled
with gearbox and engine. Fourth, running the dynamometer test on gearbox and engine to measure power
losses through gearbox. And fifth, compare power loss measures with efficiency test (string and mass setup).
The results of the test will be an average power baseline across 5 different dynamometer tests with only
the engine. Running an additional 5 dynamometer tests with the coupled gearbox and engine, we will be
able to get an average power loss across the gearbox and there for, a gearbox efficiency.
5.1.6 Maintenance Check Tests
To evaluate the accessibility of our gearbox we will be measuring the amount of time it takes to complete
the 3 Month Preventative Maintenance Test, Annual Preventative Maintenance Test, and 3 Year
Preventative Maintenance Check. These checks are detailed in the Preventative Maintenance Procedure
found in Appendix I. To complete these tests, we will need a hexagonal screwdriver, a stopwatch, and the
gearbox components.
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6. Conclusions
This document was put together to present the details of our design and explain how it will function. We
included our analyses and testing results to show confidence that our verification prototype will meet each
specification. This includes our calculations that show that the full-size geartrain and our prototype will be
able to handle the specified load with the required factor of safety for gear tooth bending. The manufacturing
plan was discussed in such a way that anybody who reads this document should be able to follow along and
produce the entire assembly themselves. We then explained how we plan to test our verification prototype
to ensure that all specifications set forth have been met completely. We explained what each of our planned
tests are and how we will use the results from those tests to determine whether our product meets the
specifications or not. If you, the sponsor, are content with the information in this document, we ask for your
agreement to our plans of action to begin purchasing materials, building our verification prototype, and
testing our final prototype.
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Appendix A – Drawing and Specs Package

DRAWING LIST AND PART DRAWINGS
100 – Final Assembly
101 – Exploded Final Assembly
200 – Single Stage Assembly
201 – Exploded First Stage Assembly
210 – Housing
211 – Housing Shell Drawing
212 – Housing Bolt Data Sheet
213 – Acrylic Viewing Window Drawing
214 – Threaded Insert Data Sheet
220 – Geartrain
221 – Planet Gear Drawing
222 – Ring Gear Drawing
223 – Sun Gear/Intermediate Shaft Drawing
224 – Input Carrier Drawing
225 – Carrier Cap Drawing
226 – Planet Gear Bearings Data Sheet
227 – Input Shaft Bearings Data Sheet
228 – Geartrain Bolt Data Sheet
229 – Carrier Planet Shaft
230 – Carrier Support Shaft
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100 – Final Assembly
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101 – Exploded Final Assembly
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200 – First Stage Assembly
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201 – Exploded First Stage Assembly
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210 – First Stage Housing
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211 – Housing Shell Drawing
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212 – Housing Bolt Data Sheet
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213 – Acrylic Viewing Window Drawing & Data Sheet
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214 – Threaded Insert Data Sheet
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220 – First Stage Geartrain
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221 – Planet Gear Drawing
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222 – Ring Gear Drawing
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223 – Sun Gear/Intermediate Shaft Drawing
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224 – Input Carrier Drawing
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225 – Carrier Cap Drawing
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226 – Planet Gear Bearings Data Sheet
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227 – Input Shaft Bearings Data Sheet
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228 – Geartrain Bolt Data Sheet
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229 – Carrier Planet Shaft
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230 – Carrier Support Shaft
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Appendix B – Hand Calculations and Analyses
As follows in next page…
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Figure 1. Calculating allowable bending stress based on transmitted load of full-size model.
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Figure 2. Calculating safety factor based on material strength for full-size model.

Figure 3. Calculating allowable bending stress based on material strength and safety factor for prototype.
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Figure 4. Calculating transmitted load based on allowable bending stress for prototype.
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Appendix C – Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
FMEA Submission

Figure 1. Design Tree
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Figure 2. System Level Functional Tree
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Figure 3. Housing System Functional Tree
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Figure 4. Cooling System Functional Tree
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Figure 5. Geartrain Functional Tree
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Figure 6. Functional Tree for Gear Components
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Figure 7. Functional Tree for Shaft Components
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Figure 8. Functional Tree for Bearing Components
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Figure 9. Functional Tree for Seals Components

Figure 10. Functional Tree for Fastener Components
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Figure 11. Failure Tree
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Table 1. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
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Appendix D – Design Hazard Checklist

Table 1. Design Hazards
Y
X

N


X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1. Will any part of the design create hazardous revolving, reciprocating, running,
shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, drawing, cutting, rolling, mixing or similar
action, including pinch points and sheer points?
2. Can any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations?
3. Will the system have any large moving masses or large forces?
4. Will the system produce a projectile?
5. Would it be possible for the system to fall under gravity creating injury?
6. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design?
7. Will the system have any sharp edges?
8. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded?
9. Will there be any large batteries or electrical voltage in the system above 40 V?
10. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as batteries, flywheels,
hanging weights or pressurized fluids?
11. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or dust fuel as part of
the system?
12. Will the user of the design be required to exert any abnormal effort or physical
posture during the use of the design?
13. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either
the design or the manufacturing of the design?
14. Can the system generate high levels of noise?
15. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as
fog, humidity, cold, high temperatures, etc?
16. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner?
17. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain
on reverse.
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Table 2. Corrective Actions
Description of Hazard

Planned Corrective Action

Hazardous rotating parts,
including pinch points.

The machine will only be running while
the housing around it is closed and
secured.

High accelerations when
starting up.

The machine will only be running while
the housing around it is closed and
secured.

Large forces/rotating
masses.

Sharp edges on gears.

High levels of noise are
possible.

High temperatures very
likely.

Unsafe use is possible.

Planned
Date
1/27/22

Actual
Date
2/12/22

1/27/22

1/27/22

Housing will be closed and secured while 2/8/22
machine is running, housing will be
secured to nacelle of turbine with heavyduty screws.

1/15/22

Gears will be designed with small fillets on 2/8/22
sharp edges to reduce this, and machine
will only be running while housing is
closed.

1/15/22

Any maintenance workers must wear
1/27/22
hearing protection if the turbine is running
while they are working.

1/27/22

The cooling system we design should
reduce the levels of heat in the gearbox,

2/8/22

2/8/22

Instruction manuals will tell workers to
1/27/22
securely close housing before starting the
machine and keep closed at all times while
the turbine is running.

2/17/22
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Appendix E – Gantt Chart
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Appendix F – Project Budget
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Appendix G – Manufacturing Plan
Table 1. Manufacturing Plan.

Page Break

Manufacturing Steps
• Ring Gear Halves (3D Printed PLA)
1. Set number of walls to 4
2. Set quality to dynamic
3. Set infill to 15%
4. Set infill pattern to grid
5. Set printer temperature to 200°C at nozzle and 70°C
6. Print on brim support
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•

•

7. Leave all other settings at default
Planet Gears (3D Printed PLA)
1. Set number of walls to 4
2. Set quality to dynamic
3. Set infill to 15%
4. Set infill pattern to grid
5. Set printer temperature to 200°C at nozzle and 70°C
6. Print on brim support
7. Leave all other settings at default
Input Shaft/Carrier 1 (3D Printed PLA)
1. Set number of walls to 3
2. Set quality to dynamic
3. Set infill to 15%
4. Set infill pattern to grid
5. Set printer temperature to 200°C at nozzle and 70°C
6. Print on brim support
7. Leave all other settings at default

•

Sun Gear / Intermediate Shaft / output shaft (3D Printed PLA)
1. Set number of walls to 4
2. Set quality to dynamic
3. Set infill to 15%
4. Set infill pattern to grid
5. Set printer temperature to 200°C at nozzle and 70°C
6. Print on brim support
7. Leave all other settings at default

•

Housing Shells (3D Printed PLA)
1. Set number of walls to 4
2. Set quality to dynamic
3. Set infill to 15%
4. Set infill pattern to grid
5. Set printer temperature to 200°C at nozzle and 70°C
6. Print on brim support
7. Leave all other settings at default
Viewing Window (2D Laser cutter)
1. Cut sheet in half to make two 12”x12” squares
2. Cut an 8.2” diameter circle out of acrylic
3. Cut a 4.7” diameter circle out of the center of the circle
4. Drill six 0.374” diameter circles every 60°, 3.25” inches from the center of the
acrylic circle with a drill press

•

Assembly Steps
Single Stage
1. Heat 6 of the M6 9.5mm OD, 12.7 mm length, female M6 thread, Brass inserts and press
them into the premade holes of the housing shell
2. Fit FKG Fr8-ZZ 1/2"x1-1/8”x5/16” Flange Deep Groove Ball Bearing to each end of the of
the planet gears
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3. Mesh 3 planet gears and Sun Gear 1/ Intermediate Shaft so that the sun gear is in the
middle of the three planet gears
4. Continuing to hold the planets and sun gear mesh, sliding the planet gears around the
input carrier planet gear shafts.
5. Heat 6 of the M6 9.5mm OD, 12.7 mm length, female M6 thread, Brass inserts and press
them into the premade holes of the structural shafts of the carrier.
6. Fast the carrier cap to the carrier with the M6 x 1.00 x 50 mm Hex Head bolts.
7. Attach two ring gear halves around planets and sun.
8. Continuing to hold the ring gear halves around the gear mesh and slide first entire
geartrain stage into the housing so that the holes of the ring gears and housing lineup for
fastening.
9. Fasten the first stage ring gears and the housing with M6 x1.00 x 30mm Hex Head bolts.
Intermediate Shaft
1. Heat 1 of the M6 9.5mm OD, 12.7 mm length, female M6 thread, Brass inserts and press
it into the premade hole of the sun gear 1 / intermediate shaft.
2. Slide the sun gear 1 / intermediate shaft into the carrier 2 / intermediate shaft keyhole.
3. Fasten the intermediate shaft with the M6 x 1.00 x 30mm Hex Head bolts.
4. Secure bolt fastening with a M6 x 1.00 Hex Nut.
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Appendix H – Design Verification Plan (DVP)
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Appendix G – Preventative Maintenance Procedure
As follows on next page…
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1. Design Updates
Since our Critical Design Review (CDR), we have made changes to our verification prototype.
The most important change being the length of all gears from 5.9” down to 1.18”. We made this
change because assembly of a single gearbox stage became impossible with our 3D printed gears
that exceed 2” due to printing imperfections of warping, curving, and elephant footing. We also
had to reduce the size of our sun gears to 88% of the original diameter to mitigate some of the
expected radial expansion after 3D printing to allow our geartrain to mesh properly, fit within the
encompassing ring gear, and into the housing shell.
Another reason being so that the torque test could be done with a smaller and safer amount of
torque applied to cause yielding of our gear teeth per our sponsor’s request. We had originally
planned on applying about 90 ft-lbf or torque to verify a safety factor of 1.56 and around 130 ftlbf for a safety factor of 1, but this new design would allow for only about 30 ft-lbf to be used in
testing.
Additionally, this meant that we needed use much shorter planet gear shafts and support shafts
with these new gear lengths, reducing shaft length from 7.3” down to 2.3”. With these shorter
gears and shafts, we found that it was now possible to fit two geartrain stages in a single housing
which would have been used for a single stage with 6” long gears.
Lastly, we made a modification to the keyway connection between the two stages. Originally, we
designed for the sun gear of the first stage to connect directly to the carrier of the second. We then
realized that we did not have a way to effectively drive the gearbox with a hand drill and that the
transition from gear teeth to the circular shaft portion of the original sun gear introduced a
troublesome stress concentration, causing failures under torsion at that line. To mitigate these
issues, we designed a 3/8th inch square hole into the face of the sun gear so that we can drive the
gearbox from the exposed sun gear at the gearbox output with a hand drill. Secondly, we made the
key shaft of the sun gear into a separate piece that connects to the sun gear via a 3/8 th” square
shank. This separate piece allows for a stronger connection between the two stages which does not
fail under the introduced torques as it is printed with more exterior walls which is where most of
the strength in printed parts come from. All the mentioned design updates to the verification
prototype can be found in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: Design Updates to the Verification Prototype.
Planet Gears
From: 5.9” long

To: 1.18”

Sun Gears
From: 5.9” long with attached key shaft
To: 1.18” long with 3/8th square hole for drill
diver bit

Keyway Connection
From: Single connection point between stages
To: Adaptor piece connection from drill driving
and added strength
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Table 1 (continued): Design Updates to the Verification Prototype.
0.5” Diameter Planet Gear Shafts
From: 7.3” length
To: 2.3” length

0.67” Diameter Support Shafts
From: From: 7.3” length
To: 2.3” length

2. Manufacturing
This chapter describes the procurement, outsourcing, manufacturing, and assembly of our
verification prototype. Each component is discussed, and the assembly process is detailed,
including challenges faced along the way.
2.1 Materials Procurement
We did not have any issues with material procurement because we ordered our materials including
PLA filament, bearings, bolts, Delrin shafts, and acrylic sheet online and in person ahead of time.
The bearings were ordered from Amazon, the bolts were ordered from Harbor Freight, and Delrin
stock was ordered from McMaster-Carr and the acrylic sheet was purchased at our local Home
Depot in San Luis Obispo. Also, we were fortunate to be provided with PLA material from the
IME department which we were able to use before ordering our own. All our components came
on time. Any last-minute materials such as fishing line and duct tape for our efficiency test were
also purchased at Home Depot.
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To build the verification prototype and geartrain parts, we utilized PLA plastic 3D printing
processes with 1.75 mm diameter filament. Some of our filament was donated to us from the IME
department that ranged from different colors which we used for the structural prototype but most
of what we used was a black a black or grey filament from Hatchbox or grey filament from
Overture which was used to print most of our final parts.
Our budget at the start of this project was $500. After ordering all parts and components, our total
expenses were $484.12, leaving us with $15.88 remaining. The final list of expenses can be found
in Appendix A.
2.1.1 Outsourcing
Our outsourcing included utilizing the 3D printer of Diego Andrade’s (a current Cal Poly student)
who has a personal Creality Cr10S 3D printer. We went to this resource when we were no longer
able to allow the Cal Poly IME department Creality Ender 3 and 6 printer printers as well as the
Cal Poly Mustang 60 printers. Diego’s printer was used primarily to test different printing settings
and geometries of meshing gears as this was the greatest obstacle in our prototyping.
2.2 3D Printed Parts: Gears, Housings, and Carriers & Caps
Our gears were 3D printed using the Cal Poly IME department Creality Ender 3 and 6 printers,
Cal Poly Mustang 60 printers, and Diego Andrade’s personal Creality Cr10s printer. We had issues
with our geartrain meshing for any wall thickness higher than 1. Since the printing process would
build exterior walls outwardly from the nominal design diametral pitch of the gear, including extra
walls to fill in the cross section of the gear teeth led to inaccurate parts. This then led to issues of
the planet and sun gears not fitting within the diametral pitch of the ring gear and thus not fitting
within the housing shells.
Sun gears: We were able to mitigate the issue of the meshing not fitting within the ring gears by
scaling the size of the sun gear down to 88% of the original diametral pitch. We arrived at this
scale by using trial and error across different scale percentages. When scaling, we had to consider
sizing it down enough to allow the mentioned gears to fit within the ring gear halves but not too
small so that it does not engage the surrounding planet gears to the point where we needed to
modify the carrier system which locates and aligns the planet gears. Table 2 below shows the 88%
scaling of sun gear for verification prototype (top) and final prototype (bottom).
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Table 2: 88% scaling of sun gear for verification prototype and final prototype.
Verification prototype sun gear scaling.
From: Originally dimensioned part.
To: 88% scaled in the radial (x,y) direction.

Final prototype sun gear scaling.
To: 88% scaled in the radial (x,y) direction.

From: Originally dimensioned part.

Ring gears: For our design we need to split the ring gear as the gear teeth of the herringbone design
do not allow gears to slide past each other. This means that we could not slide the assembled
geartrain into a single piece ring gear. We had the option to either split the ring gears down the
middle of the face or down the line of the change of angle in the gear teeth. These options are ring
gear splitting can be found below in Table 3.
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Table 3: Options in ring gear splitting.
Splitting down the face

Splitting at the change in angle of the gear
teeth.

We chose to split it down the face of the ring gear as it allows for assembly where the other spilt
just simply was not possible due to 3D printing imperfections of the gear teeth. This led to the
unavoidable problem of one gear tooth being partly on both sides of the ring gear. Since the fit
was not perfect, this section often causes misalignment if there is too much space between the two
pieces of the ring gear. This split tooth creates a lot of friction and at slow speeds you can visibly
see it warp slightly to accommodate the passing planet gear. This small gap can be seen in Figure
1 below.

Figure 1: Split teeth areas on the ring gear.
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Planet gears: Because we dimensioned the planet gear holes to an exact size of the bearing, this
allowed for a tight and secure fit but freezing the bearing, causing them to slightly shrink. When
this was not enough, we then sanded the inner diameter of the planet gears to promote a tight fit.
The 3D printing process of a planet gear can be seen in Figure 2 below. This 3D printing process
is identical for all other 3D printed parts.

Figure 2: 3D Printing process of a planet gear.
Housing: The fit of the ring gears and housing was also not exactly perfect because of the slight
imperfections and outward expansion of 3D printed walls. The ring gears fit in the housing by
themselves but as soon as there was outward force being applied by the assembled geartrain, they
couldn’t fit in the housing. Our solution was to scale down the outer diameter with a clearance of
0.01” and sand the inside of the housing where necessary to promote the fit. The geartrain sliding
into the housing after the mentioned step can be seen in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3: Assembly featuring tight fit between housing and ring gear.
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Carriers & Caps: The carriers were the 3D printed parts that proved to be the most trivial and did
not require any adaptation or modification. All dimensions were true enough to size to accurately
locate and fasten the carrier shafts which led to accurately locating the planet gears. Images of the
carrier and carrier cap and be seen below in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Images of the Carrier & Cap.
2.3 Keyway
Initially, we had no clearance between the keyway of the sun gear and the keyhole of the next
carrier, so they did not fit together. We then included 0.01 inches of clearance between the keyway
and the keyhole, but it was still a very tight fit. We had to sand both components to get a good fit,
and they then slide in and out with a small amount of force. This allows for the key shaft and
keyhole to remain locked together during operation. The keyway adaptor after being sanded can
be seen in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Keyway adaptor for verification prototype.
2.4 Acrylic Viewing Window
To shape our acrylic viewing windows, we used a laser cutter in the Mustang ‘60 machine shop.
This process required us to capture a 2D screenshot of the gearbox housing profile and export it to
Adobe Illustrator software which can communicate to the laser cutter the cutting paths needed.
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It is important to have the correct scaling and profile lines of the housing to assure a proper shape
of the acrylic without any overhang. We recommend conducting trial runs with a weak laser, like
40% power and 20% speed, on some scrap material like a wooden panel to assure that scaling is
correct.
It is also imperative to have the correct power settings for the laser to assure that you do not melt
the surrounding acrylic and damage your material beyond use. The proper laser settings to use for
0.125-inch-thick acrylic are 100% power and 10% speed. The acrylic window after being lasercut can be seen in Figure 6 below.

Figure 6: Acrylic after being cut in laser cutter.
To fix the viewing window to the housing we bolted it through the housing with M6 bolts and used
threaded inserts in the housing. To press fit these inserts into the housing, we heated the holes with
a soldering iron until they melted slightly. This allowed us to press in the threaded inserts. When
the housing cooled back down, it locked the thread insert in place.
2.5 Carrier Shafts
Our carrier shafts are two different diameters. We ordered 0.5” diameter, 5’ long Delrin stock and
cut it to approximate length using a chop saw. We also faced them on the lathe so that they were
all the extract same length because accuracy was difficult with the chop saw. The lengths for our
verification prototype were 2.3” and the lengths for our display prototype are 7.3”. This stock did
not fit into our bearings still because of the bearing inner diameter of also exactly 0.5” so we
grinded down the shafts on both ends until they were able to be press fitted into the bearings. The
0.67” shaft was turned down on a lathe from a 3.5” diameter stock that was donated to use from
the IME department. When turning Delrin on the lathe, we recommend using the tail stock live
center to prevent the shaft from whirling when in rotation. The turning process can be seen in
Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7: Turning down diameter of carrier shafts on lathe.
After the shafts turned and faced, we then tapped all ended with M6 internal thread by first drilling
a hole using the lathe tail stock. We then used a tap supported by the tail stock live center to thread
the screws and assuring concentricity. This process can be seen in Figure 8 below.

Figure 8: Tapping M6 internal threads to carrier shafts on lathe.
When we realized that we were going to need to use 2” gears we had to cut the shafts again to be
much shorter. For assembly we put the shafts through the bearings and the planet gears, these
didn’t fit perfectly right away so we had to further sand the shafts to a smaller diameter.
2.6 System Assembly
We ran into a gear meshing problem late in the process. When assembling our full prototype, we
had to think about safety for users. Our full Risk Assessment can be found in Appendix B. We
decided to scale the gears down to about 2” because we didn’t have enough time to 3D print full
6” gears. A view of the assembled gear train inside the housing can be seen in Figure 9 and a blown
out geartrain assembly can be seen in Figure 10. A front view and side view of one stage of gears
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can be seen in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. This led to us making small adjustments in
manufacturing and assembly for the shorter gears. These included:







Carrier shafts: We cut our carrier shafts to 2.3” so that we could fit two stages of our
geartrain into a single housing. This meant that we had to tap and thread the holes again
for our m6 bolts. We also had to sand the new ends to fit into carrier caps.
Carrier caps: No changes to these components.
Housing: We did not plan to have two gears in a single housing, so we had to find a way
to secure an extra ring gear. To do this we cut holes in the housing using a soldering iron
that went into the ring gear and put a nut on the other side. We did this for both ring gears
because we did not have the right holes in our 2” model. For our expo model this adjustment
will not be necessary.
Bolts: since we weren’t anticipating having such short carrier shafts, we had to cut the bolts
so that we could have one on either side without interference. We shortened the length of
our M6 bolts using a hand saw.

Figure 9: Assembly inside of the housing.

Figure 10: Blown out geartrain assembly.
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Figure 11: Side view of carrier and one stage of gears.

Figure 12: Carrier assembly featuring keyhole.
An exploded, isometric view of a complete stage can be seen in Figure 13 below to aid in the
visualization of the assembly process and where all the parts are arranged.
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Figure 13: Exploded, isometric view of a complete stage.
Below in Figure 14 are isometric views of complete gearbox on the left and complete geartrain
with and without ring gear and carrier cap on the right to also aid in the visualization of the
assembly process.

Figure 14: Isometric views of complete gearbox (on left) and complete geartrain with and
without ring gear and carrier cap (on right).
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2.7 Challenges and Lessons Learned
No project is expected to turn out perfectly the first time through. Even with all the preparation
work we did before building prototypes, we still ran into some unexpected problems. The two
main problems we encountered during manufacturing were 3D Printing problems and Geometric
Dimension and Tolerancing (GD&T) problems.
2.7.1 3D Printing
The biggest challenge we faced was with the 3D printing process. 3D printing is a cheap and easy
manufacturing process that allowed us to try many different iterations of gear geometries and
printer settings. However, as we learned, it does have drawbacks. Many parts did not fit together
when we first manufactured them. This is in large part because of the inaccuracy of 3D printing.
Because many of our parts were not only large but also had complex geometry, these issues with
3D printing were magnified. The two main challenges this led to were getting the gears to mesh
properly and fitting the gear train inside the housing. We eventually solved these problems by
adjusting our design.
2.7.2 Geometric Dimensioning and Tolerancing
Many of the problems we ran into related to 3D printing our parts could have been avoided if we
had been more thoughtful with our GD&T. While manufacturing our structural prototype we
printed each part with a single wall. It was very difficult, but all the parts fit together, and the
gearbox rotated. When we manufactured the parts for the verification prototype, we used 3 walls
for each part. Even though our tolerances were the same for both the structural and verification
prototype, the 3 walls made some of the components too thick and therefore impossible to
assemble. If we had realized that 3 walls would cause us problems after having difficulty
assembling the structural prototype, we could have adjusted our tolerances and ensured the
verification prototype could be easily assembled. While the inaccuracy of the 3D printing process
would have led to issues with assembly regardless of our GD&T, this could have significantly
reduced some of our issues with manufacturing our verification prototype.

3. Design Verification Chapter
We had three main tests that we performed on our verification prototype gearbox. These tests
include a tensile test, an efficiency test, and a torque test. Each test will be discussed in its own
section along with the results of the test, analysis, and recommendations for future testing.
3.1 Tensile Test
With imminent efficiency and torque testing ahead of us on our verification testing plan, we wanted
to have a deeper understanding of the material properties and strength of our 3D printed testing
prototype. When researching material properties for 3D printed PLA on the internet resources, we
got inconclusive results ranging between 2 ksi and 15 ksi for the material ultimate strength. As an
initial and relatively conservative estimate of this value, we guessed an ultimate strength of 5 ksi
to set up estimation calculations for the torque test and the efficiency tests.
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To acquire data on the material strength of 3D printed PLA, we conducted tensile tests in which
we 3D printed five testing strips as seen in the isometric below in Figure 15, with the varying infill
densities of 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%. An engineering drawing of this part can be found
in the test procedures in Appendix C.

Figure 15: Tensile Testing Strip, Quantity x5.
The test consists of setting up the testing strips in the vises of the tensile tester of the Cal Poly
Composites lab as seen below in Figure 16 and pulling the strip to acquire data on how the material
responses to increasing amounts of stress.

Figure 16: Cal Poly Composite’s Lab Tensile Testing Machine.
To acquire data on stress vs strain, we attached a strain gauge on the side of the testing strip and
pulled the strip with 500-1000 N. We had to be very careful with this expensive testing equipment
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and cap the load at this range to assure that the testing strip does not breaking and cause the
equipment to fall and possibly break. However, this small range is sufficient to continue the stress
vs strain relationship linearly as this material is extremely brittle and can be assumed to be in the
elastic region until ultimately fracturing. The setup of this test can be seen in Figure 17 below.

Figure 17: Testing setup with strain gauge (green) attached to acquire stress vs strain data.
After having loaded the testing strip up to 500-1000 N to build a linear relationship in the stress vs
strain graph, the testing setup was reconfigured for ultimate tensile testing by safely removing the
strain gauge off the testing strip and repositioning the vices to grasp the entire square surfaces to
maximize traction for pulling. The reconfiguring and PLA material failure point can be seen below
in Figure 18. Once reconfigured, the testing strip was loaded until fracture to complete the stress
vs strain relationship.

Figure 18: Reconfiguring and PLA material failure point.
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The stress vs strain graph for the 100% infill density can be seen below in Figure 19 and the various
stress vs strain graphs for the various density infill percentages can be seen in Appendix D.

3D Printing PLA at 100% Infill
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Figure 19: Stress vs Strain graph of 100% infill density testing strip.
Ultimately, because our gear teeth were ensured to be 100% infilled including multiple outer walls,
we used the ultimate strength value from the 100% infill density testing strip to set up our
estimation calculations with an ultimate strength of 8.2 ksi. The fractured testing strips can be seen
in Figure 20 below, note that the infill densities increase from 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%
going from left to right.

Figure 20: Fractured testing strips from ultimate tensile tests.
When considering the challenges faced in this test, we realized that our strips were shorter than
optimal for attaching the strain gauge while gripping the tensile machine vices. We were unaware
of the dimensions of the strain gauge and did not know we needed to allocate around six inches of
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run to assure quality data. We advise increasing the overall length of the testing strips to around
six to seven inches to easily fit the strain gauge and assure proper gripping of the vices.
Additionally, we advise testing two to three 100% infill density strips to gather multiple trails of
stress vs strain for this important information.
3.2 Efficiency Test
The goal of our efficiency test was to determine how efficiently our gearbox could raise a known
mass. We provided a constant power input to the gearbox using a corded hand drill and verified
this using a Kill-A-Watt meter, which can be seen in Figure 21.

Figure 21: Kill-A-Watt meter used for efficiency testing.
We then calculated the power out by using the change in potential energy (mass multiplied by
gravity and the change in height) and dividing by the time it took to raise the mass a measured
distance. This setup can be seen in Figure 22.

Figure 22: Mass and String efficiency test setup.
We performed this procedure first without the gearbox even attached, with just a drill raising the
mass. Then, we drove the gearbox with a corded hand drill which can be seen in Figure 23. To
limit our uncertainties, we chose to make the change in height large and we performed the test
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from a second story balcony of the Cal Poly Architecture building to achieve a greater change in
height, which can be seen in Figure 24.

Figure 23: Input power from a drill.

Figure 24: Running Efficiency test from elevated surface.
We calculated the efficiency by dividing the power output with the gearbox by the power output
without the gearbox. The full efficiency test procedure can be found in Appendix D. Our design
achieved an average efficiency of 96.88%. Our acceptance criterion was 90% efficient, so we met
our specification. To see other testing details, refer to the DVPR in Appendix F. The Excel that we
used to track our trials and perform calculations can be found in Appendix G.
We also performed uncertainty analysis and error propagation for the efficiency calculation of our
gearbox. By analyzing all the resolution and human uncertainties, we found that the overall
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efficiency uncertainty is ±0.06%. Hand calculations for this uncertainty can be found in Appendix
G. There was uncertainty in the tape measure length, stopwatch time, Kill-A-Watt power reader,
and mass of the object. Because we ran trials for about 100 seconds, we were able to greatly reduce
our value of uncertainty.
This test ran smoothly once we got started, but a few problems occurred at the beginning. We had
to print many adapters to attach the drill to the sun gear. We also broke one of the adaptors by
accidentally applying a bending moment with the drill. We also could only run the gearbox
backwards because driving the input shaft with a drill led to an output speed that was too high and
could damage the gearbox or burn out the drill. We learned that our design cannot reliably handle
a high-speed input from the drill. However, it is important to recognize that the input speed for
wind turbines is very low, so this is not a realistic case.
3.3 Torque Test
The goal of our torque test was to find the torque which causes our gear teeth to yield, either by
cracking or bending. We used a Tinius-Olsen torque tester located at the Cal Poly Aero Hangar.
The gearbox was connected to the torque tester on both the input and output sides. This
arrangement can be seen in Figure 25. The output side was held in place by the machine and the
torque was applied to the input side. To calculate how much torque was applied. We poured water
into a bucket extended on a lever-arm a known distance away from the center of rotation. This
arrangement can be seen in Figure 26, with the bucket located 41 inches away from the machine.

Figure 25: Gearbox connected on both ends to Tinius-Olsen torque testing machine.
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Figure 26: Testing arrangement with a bucket of water on a lever-arm to apply torque.
The procedure of pouring water into the bucket until failure can be seen in Figure 27. One person
poured water into the bucket and another person was ready to catch the bucket if it falls when the
gears break. The full testing procedure for this test can be found in Appendix E. The weight of the
metal rod was also factored into the torque calculation. This was done by multiplying the weight
of the rod by the distance from its center of mass to the point of rotation. We found that something
broke in the gearbox when we added 9.5lbf of water to the bucket. The total torque from the water
bucket and metal rod was about 31ft-lbf.

Figure 27. Pouring water into bucket to apply torque.
When we took the gearbox out of the torque tester, we found that the part which broke first was
the connection piece from the tester to the input of our gearbox. Because the torque testing machine
is old and has missing components, we had to 3D print our own adapters from the machine to the
gearbox. The broken adapter piece can be seen in Figure 28. This piece had extra walls and infill,
but it was still the first piece to break as it was dealing with the full amount of torque.
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Figure 28. Broken adapter piece after performing torque test.
Because this piece was the first one to break and not any gears, we cannot conclude what torque
could have been handled by the gearbox. Based on the material strength of 8.2ksi found in our
tensile test, we can predict that the factor of safety for the gear teeth was about 2.00 when failure
occurred. This means that our gearbox should have been able to handle about 62ft-lbf or torque
before failure in the gear teeth. The torque required to meet our goal factor of safety of 1.56 is
about 39.8ft-lbf. This essentially means that with the same setup, we would have needed to apply
about 8ft-lbf more to reach the factor of safety goal and about 31ft-lbf more to cause failure.
Our recommendations for future testing would be to use a metal connection piece that has a much
higher material strength and would not be the first piece to fail. This would allow for testing to be
done until gear teeth failure. The advantage of planetary gears is that the torque is spread out
between the planets, but this input piece sees the full torque and is much more likely to break in
this setup.
3.4 Tests not performed
In our Critical Design Review, we had planned to do more testing on our gearbox than was
eventually done. Some of these tests were not performed because we did not have access to the
proper equipment, and some were not performed because they were deemed unnecessary.
3.4.1 Efficiency Test (Dynamometer Set-Up)
The efficiency test using a dynamometer was not completed for two reasons. First, after talking to
our sponsor, Dr. Lemieux, and other Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering faculty members it was
clear that our group did not have the technical proficiency to operate the necessary equipment and
complete this kind of testing. Second, our verification prototype was not designed for this kind of
testing. It was unclear whether our design would be able to handle this type of testing or if it would
even be compatible with the testing equipment. Given that we had a second method of testing
efficiency, we felt that these reasons were enough to abandon this test.
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3.4.2 Assembly Time Test
The purpose of this test was to use our model to show that our full-size design could be easily
assembled, maintained, or replaced. After assembling our verification prototype, it was clear that
the methods we used to manufacture and assemble our verification prototype were vastly different
from the methods that would be used to assemble the full-size design. We felt that it would be
dishonest to compare the model assembly to the full-size assembly given that the processes were
so different. Originally, we were planning to have a single person complete the assembly time test
on their own. After assembling our gearbox for the first time it was clear that the assembly process
required a minimum of three people. For these reasons we decided to not complete the assembly
time test.
3.4.3 Preventative Maintenance Tests
Like the assembly time test we felt that using our verification prototype to infer any information
about the maintenance of the full-scale model would be inaccurate. The full-scale model’s
maintenance would include completing an oil change and checking the cooling system. Our
verification prototype did not have any oil bath or a cooling system. Therefore, we felt it was
reasonable to assume that the maintenance of our verification prototype would not accurately
reflect the maintenance of the full-scale model.
3.5 Summary of Results
The results of our three tests can be seen below in Table 4.
Table 4. Testing Results.
Test
Numerical Result
Pass/Fail
Tensile Test
8.2 ksi
Pass
Efficiency Test
96.88±0.06 %
Pass
Torque Test
31 ft-lbf
Fail*
Fail*: Note that the gearbox did not necessarily fail the test, as there were not gearbox failures at
a torque of 31 ft-lbf. What did fail was the connection piece between the gearbox and the torque
machine which halted our data at this torque rather than the 39.8 ft-lbf which would have
verified a safety factor of 1.56 per IEC 61400-4 standards.
4. Discussion and Recommendations
This project has been a fun and challenging project for our group. When we started, we knew very
little about wind energy and how wind turbines worked. We all have a deeper understanding of
what decisions go into designing turbines and the gearboxes used inside them. One of the main
challenges we faced with the analysis of this project was material strength and designing a solution
that would be strong enough to safely handle the large torques seen by large offshore wind turbines.
We found that we had to focus on both the shape and the form of our gearbox to improve safety to
meet industry standards.
We also learned a lot about the process of building and testing prototypes. We found many
challenges that were unexpected along the way and had to constantly think of new ways to deal
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with these challenges. The largest challenge was being able to mesh our gears together in a single
stage and have them operate. We had to go through many iterations of 3D printing gears, changing
design choices and tolerances until we were able to properly assemble a working gearbox for
testing.
If we were to continue this project, our next step would be to create gears out of metal. One of the
biggest unknowns in our project was the material strength of 3D printed PLA plastic, and therefore
our analysis must be viewed knowing what assumptions were made along the way. With metal
gears, there would be a much more defined material strength and the analysis performed to find
factors of safety would be more concrete.
One thing we could change about the design to meet customer needs would be to add some sort of
surface finishing to the gears. There is a lot of friction between the plastic gear teeth, and thus it is
very hard to turn the gearbox’s input shaft by hand because it is the high-torque side. Adding metal
gear teeth and properly lubricating them should remove a large amount of the friction we saw
during testing. This would allow for easy use of the gearbox in showing the way it is intended to
spin.
In terms of manufacturing, if we had to build this model again, we would scale down the size of
each individual gear by some small percentage to allow for easier meshing of the gears. We found
that we could only mesh a full stage together when we scaled the sun gear to about 90% of its
initial size. It would be easier to scale each gear to possibly 97% of its original size to ensure that
all teeth will still mesh. Also, we would add more tolerance to things like the ring gear fitting into
the housing. We encountered problems with too much interference and had to sand the outside of
the ring gears and inside of the housing to get them to slide in and out. Slightly more clearance
would allow the ring gears to slide in and out easily while still being snug to keep the gears meshed.
For future production of this design, we do recommend using metal gears and shafts to really be
able to test the strength of the gearbox. Because this will be expensive, we recommend using
shorter gears than what we planned on using. Using 1-2" gears is much easier to produce and
assemble than using 6” gears like we planned on. We recommend building one stage at a time with
small parts to ensure that everything fits together as planned.
As it is now, our gearbox model could be a great addition to certain ME labs or classes talking
about gears and material strength in design. It would be a great example to see how different
arrangements of gears work together and how different styles of gears mesh. The User Manual for
our gearbox can be found in Appendix H. This design can be used as a starting point for future
projects interested in offshore wind. Our model is for the very largest wind turbine, so it would be
strong enough to handle all smaller turbines in practice. When offshore wind turbines are installed
near the central California coast in the future, the turbines will be smaller turbines and could benefit
from using our design.
5. Conclusion
Overall, we believe that this project was a success. We were able to build a working two-stage
model of our designed gearbox with the required gear ratio. We saw that even with sub-optimal
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materials, the design is very efficient at delivering power from input to output. Our design provides
a great amount of strength and would be usable in the largest wind turbines around the world.
We ended up using 2” gears instead of our desired 6” gears for our testing prototypes. This was
because it would have been too much of a safety hazard to apply the necessary torque to test the
6” gears. The 2” gears were also easier to assemble a full stage with. Even with the reduced gear
length, we still could not apply enough torque to properly test our gears. This is due to the torque
tester being old and missing parts, so we had to 3D print our own special connector piece. This
connector piece was the first to break because it was handling the total torque before any torque
reduction. We could not verify that the teeth would handle the specified torque through testing,
but our calculations do show that they would be able to meet the required factor of safety.
If we could do this project all over again, we would have spent more time researching what 3D
printing material we would use and how to get the best quality prints. Our design was great in
theory, but it was complicated and tough to assemble in practice. Most of this was due to 3D
printing not having as tight of tolerances as we had planned on. We think it would have been smart
to print our very small (less than 1”) gears and mesh them all together for a single stage to ensure
that our full-size gears would mesh.
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Appendix C – Strength Test Procedure and Results
Test Name:
-Strength Test (Small Instron Tensile Test Machine) Procedure
Purpose:
-To find the value for the material yield strength of our 3D printed PLA plastic across different
infill densities.
Scope:
-Identifying the material strength of our 3D printed prototype parts will help us analyze whether
the parts will survive the loads introduced in the efficiency and strength tests. More importantly,
it gives us the basis to calculate effected torques of failure for our torque test to determine
whether we have met our safety factors.
Equipment:
-Small Instron Tensile Test Machine in the composites and structures lab in 192-135

-Five testing strips of PLA plastic with varying infills (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%) and two
walls.
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-Epsilon Technology Corp. Strain gauge

Hazards:
-Material chippings flying at someone. Mitigated by protective shield around tensile machine.
-Pinch points on the strain gauge clamps. Mitigated by protective shield around tensile machine.
PPE Requirements:
-None
Facility:
-Composites and structures lab in 192-135
Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1) Insert a testing strip halfway on each Instron Tensile Test Machine vice grip into the
strain gauge.
a. This allows room to grip the Epsilon Technology Corp. Strain Gauge on the
testing strip.
2) Grip the Epsilon Technology Corp. Strain Gauge on the testing strip
3) Turn Instron Tensile Test Machine.
4) Pull the Instron Tensile Test Machine for a maximum of 500N.
a. These will acquire enough stress vs strain data gather the modulus of elasticity
for the testing strip. It is assumed that the material is extremely brittle so this
modulus of elasticity can be continued until the ultimate strength to acquire a
cohesive stress vs strain graph. Additionally, capping this initial load ensures
that the testing strip does not break, causing the very expensive and fragile
Epsilon Technology Corp. Strain Gauge to fall and possible break.
5) Once the Instron Tensile Test Machine has reach its 500N of load and has unloaded
itself, remove the Epsilon Technology Corp. Strain Gauge and readjust the testing
strip into the Instron Tensile Test Machine so that vice grip the entire surface areas of
the strip ends.
a. This will ensure the most amount of friction, preventing slipping.
6) Transfer this stress vs strain data onto an excel spreadsheet.
7) Load Instron Tensile Test Machine to pull the testing strip unload failure of the
testing strip.
8) Transfer this loading data onto an Excel spreadsheet.
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9) Safely remove the fracture testing strip from the Instron Tensile Test Machine and
clean up fractured pieces around the testing area is necessary.
10) On Excel, convert all IS units (N, MPa) to English units (kips, Ksi).
11) On Excel, graph the stress vs strain data to acquire the linear relation of the modulus
of elasticity.
12) On Excel, continue this linear relationship until the maximum stress of failure or the
ultimate strength of the testing strip to acquire a cohesive stress vs strain graph.
13) Repeat the test on the other pieces of PLA.
Performed By: Carson Bryan, Ernesto Portillo, Michael Cooper, Kyle Hammer

Results:
Result Explanation
There are no pass criteria or fail criteria we are simply using this test to find the yield/ultimate
strength of our material. Reminder: yield strength is the point at which plastic deformation
occurs (refer to the stress vs strain graph below). We are trying to identify this point as to prevent
plastic deformation in the gear teeth. The finding of yield strength, ultimate strength, and tensile
strength will provide the information to build the stress vs strain graphs which will be used to
find the average among the samples.
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Actual Results
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3D Printing PLA at 40% Infill
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3D Printing PLA at 20% Infill
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Tensile Testing Strip Engineering Drawing
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Appendix D - Efficiency Test Procedure and Results
Test Name:
Efficiency Test (Mass and String Set-Up)
Purpose:
The purpose of the efficiency test is to verify that our design delivers the necessary output power
into the generator and to quantify the heat generated by frictional losses to spec out our cooling
system.
Scope:
This test is to compare the output power of the gearbox given a known input from the corded
hand drill and kill-a-watt gauge. What is measured is the time it takes to hoist up a mass over a
known string length which gives output rotational speed of the output shaft. The output torque is
given from the mass attached to a string over the radius of the shaft. The output power is
calculated by multiplying these two values. The ratio of this output power over the input power
gives efficiency.
Equipment:
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Kill-A-Watt power reader
String, length: minimum of 12 ft
Mass of known weight
Duct Tape
3D Printed adaptor between hand drill and gearbox
Completely assembled gearbox (including two stages)
Gearbox Lubricant: Synthetic Grease
iPhone 13 – slow motion camera feature
Calipers
Corded Hand Drill
Tape measure
Extension Cord for hand drill
Open staircase

Hazards:
The weight falling on people that walk under the stairwell if the sun gear breaks. We will mitigate
this risk by having a team member monitor the area underneath the test to make sure it is clear.
PPE Requirements:
None
Facility:
A second-floor staircase where we can get enough clearance for our long string. The Cal Poly
Architecture building has a good spot for this. We may use an extension cord to connect the killa-watt gauge to a wall outlet from a classroom if there are no outlets near the staircase.
Procedure:
1) Connect a long string with known mass at the bottom to a corded hand drill, mass
hanging down over balcony.
2) Measure the length of the string from the attachment point to the mass.
3) Plug the corded hand drill into the Kill-A-Watt meter and plug the meter into nearby
outlet.
4) Turn the drill at full speed to raise the weight, recording the average maximum power
input from the Kill-A-Watt meter.
5) Record the time it takes to raise the weight and record the distance the mass was
raised.
6) Calculate the Power output of just the drill raising the mass.
7) Repeat steps 1-6 at least five total times.
8) Assemble gearbox and place on top of elevated surface, with output side reaching out
over the edge.
9) Measure the length of the string from the attachment point to the mass.
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10) Attach known mass to one end of string and attach the other end of string to the right
side of output shaft using duct tape so that the marked length is tangent to the line that
the string hangs from.
11) Plug in corded drill to Kill-A-Watt meter and connect Kill-A-Watt to wall outlet.
12) Connect shank side of 3D printed adaptor to hand drill and connect key side of 3D
printed adaptor to gearbox input shaft.
13) Use the hand drill to turn the input shaft at the maximum speed, spinning
counterclockwise.
14) Record the input power from the Kill-a-watt meter.
15) Record the time it takes to raise the weight to the desired height to the lower marked
point of the string using a slow-motion camera and a stopwatch.
16) Conduct calculations to determine output shaft speed and powers out from the
gearbox.
17) Repeat steps 8-16 at least five times total.
18) Compare the power output of the gearbox to the power output of just to drill to
calculate the efficiency of the gearbox.
Test Date(s): 5/14/22 - 5/16/22
Performed By: Michael Cooper, Kyle Hammer, Carson Bryan, Ernesto Portillo
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Results
The results of the test will be the distance the mass was raised and the time it took, which is then
used to calculate power. We will conduct 5 trials to obtain the average power output of the drill
and the gearbox to calculate the efficiency. Full results can be found in Appendix F.
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Appendix E - Torque Test Procedure and Results
Test Name:
Torque Test
Purpose:
To determine what amount of torque our gearbox can handle before the gear teeth (or other
components) break.
Scope:
We anticipate that our current model gearbox should be able to withstand 186.73 lbf-ft of torque.
This is an unrealistic amount of torque to apply safely using a torque wrench or other equipment.
To perform this test, we will print a smaller geartrain specifically for this test. This gearbox will
be the same other than the depth of the gears. They will probably only be an inch or two deep.
We will reperform the analysis to determine what torque our smaller gearbox can withstand for a
FS of 1. We will aim to make the torque applied to be closer to 40 lbf-ft which will be much
more realistic to safely apply. It is also important to note that we aren’t exactly sure what the
yield strength of our PLA is, so we have assumed a conservative value of 5 ksi. If our gearbox
fails at a much smaller torque than anticipated, we will have to reassess our material yield
strength and repeat until we converge on the true value of the yield strength.
Equipment:





Completely assembled gearbox (with shorter 2-inch-long gears)
3D printed adaptor between input shaft and Tinius-Olsen driver and between output shaft
Tinius-Olsen stater.
Protective shield between gears
Tinius-Olsen torsion tester (our torsion tester does not have the motor on the left side
seen below)
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Hazards:
Because this is a torque to failure test, this allows the potential of a part flying and hitting the
tester. To mitigate this hazard, there will be a protective shield between the gearbox and the
tester.
PPE Requirements:
-Protective shield
-Safety Glasses
Facility:
-Cal Poly Aero Hangar
Procedure: (List number steps of how to run the test, can include sketches and/or pictures):
1) Perform analysis to determine what length of gears is required to test the allowable
torque at a reasonable application of 40 lbf-ft for SF = 1.
2) 3D print gearbox specifically for this test.
3) 3D printed adaptors to attach to both input and output shafts to Tinius-Olsen torque
machine.
4) Attach 3D printed part allowing torque wrench to attach to input shaft
5) Fasten gearbox to the Torsion tester.
6) Connect long metal rod to input of Torsion Tester to be the handle for torque. Attach
an empty bucket to the end of the rod and measure the distance away from the center.
7) Run Torsion tester by pouring water into a bucket connected at the end of the metal
rod.
8) If gearbox sustains the load, it has passed. We will increase the load incrementally
until failure.
9) Calculate the torque applied to the gearbox by multiplying the weight of the water by
the distance away from the center.
10) If the gearbox fails, we will reassess the yield strength of PLA and repeat steps 1-6
until we get a convergence at the true value of the yield strength.
Test Date(s): 5/17/22
Performed By: Ernesto Portillo, Carson Bryan, Kyle Hammer, Michael Cooper
Results:
The result of this test will be a pass if the gearbox sustains our anticipated torque load with no
deformation of the gear teeth. This test will be a failure if the gear teeth deform, and we cannot
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determine the correct yield strength of PLA by using convergence. We will apply each torque 5
times or until failure. Once we determine a torque/material strength where the gearbox does not
fail, we will apply the torque 5 times to ensure good results.
We found that the first connection piece of our gearbox broke when we applied 31 ft-lbf of torque.
The gears handled this much torque. Based on our calculation of material strength from the tensile
test, we believe that our factor of safety for the gear teeth was 2.0 with this level or torque.
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Appendix E – DVP&R
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Appendix G - Efficiency Test Uncertainty Analysis
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Appendix H – User Manual
Offshore Wind Turbine Scaled Model Gearbox
User’s Manual
This user’s manual includes instructions for product use and important safety information. Read
this
section entirely including all safety warnings and cautions before using the product.

Safety Hazards:





Mis-using the drill: Users will be instructed how to insert the drill into the sun gear to and
to keep it steady so that it does not create shear force on the gears. Users will also be
instructed to never drive the “input” side of the gearbox to not drive the model to unsafe
rotational speeds.
Housing moving during operation: Housing will be fixed to a flat board so that it does not
move or tilt during operation.
Moving gears: Acrylic sheet covering the front will make sure users don’t have access to
moving gears.

PPE Requirements:


None

Instructions For Use:
1. The gearbox will come fully assembled, ready to spin.
2. For testing purposes, we recommend spinning the output side of the gearbox, as seen in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Verification Prototype in Operation
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Make sure that the gearbox is securely fastened to the board.
Use a 3/8” square bit driver in a hand drill (either cordless or corded is fine).
Insert the drive bit into the square hole of the output sun gear.
Activate the drill and watch the gears spin, ready to deactivate the drill in case of a jam or
break in the gearbox.

Gearbox Assembly:
1. Insert a small 0.5in bearing into each end of all planet gears.

2. Insert a large 35mm bearing into the input opening on the housing shells.
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3. Heat up 4 tapered heat-sink M6 thread inserts with a soldering iron and press into the
holes of the housing shells.

4. Insert Delrin 0.5in shafts and 0.67in support shafts into the carrier and use 6 M6 x 1.00 x
30 mm hex head bolt in to secure in place.
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5. Lubricate all gear teeth with Super Lube-21030 Synthetic Multi-Purpose Grease.
6. Mesh three planet gears around a sun gear separated by 120 degrees apart from each
other and slide the assembly onto the planet shafts while the gears are meshed.

7. Mesh the two ring gear halves onto the outside of the three planet gears assuring that the
planet gears are still 120 degrees apart from each other around the sun gear.
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8. Place carrier cap onto the ends of each shaft and use 6 M6 x 1.00 x 30 mm hex head bolts
to secure in place.

9. Insert geartrain assembly into the housing and use 6 M6 x 1.00 x 30 mm hex socket bolts
to fix ring gears into the housing shells.
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10. Attach acrylic viewing window onto front of housing units by screwing 4 M6 bolts into
specified holes.

11. Repeat steps 1-9 for the second stage.
12. Connect the two stages from sun gear output of the first stage to carrier input of the
second stage.
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Gearbox Disassembly for Gear Maintenance:
During operation of our gearbox the gears may need to be replaced because they will wear down
after repeated use. Sun gear wear is the most likely repair procedure. The gear teeth may also
break if the input torque is too high. Do not run the gearbox during disassembly.
1) Pull the first stage from the second stage.

2) Unscrew acrylic window from housing.
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3) Unscrew ring gears from housing and pull the geartrain out of the housing.

4) Unscrew carrier cap to take off planet gears.
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5) Pull ring gears apart away from the planet gears.

6) Pull the planet gears and sun gear off shafts together.

7) Once the gears are removed from the carrier system, perform proper gear tooth inspection
and replacement where needed.
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Parts List:
Part
Number
1111
1112

Part Name

Qty.

Source

2
12

3D Printed
Harbor Freight

1113
1114
1115

Housing Shell
M6 Socket Hex
Bolts
M6 Hex Head Bolts
Acrylic Window
Threaded Inserts

32
2
20

Harbor Freight
McMaster-Carr
Amazon – J&J
Products

1121

Planet Gears

6

3D Printed

1122

Ring Gear Half

4

3D Printed

1123

Sun Gear

2

3D Printed

1124

Carrier

2

3D Printed

Notes

Laser-cut to shape
M6 Brass inserts,
9.5mm OD, 12.7mm
Length
-0.24mm layer
height
-0.6mm width
-3 walls
-top and bottom
layers
-5 to 10% gyroid
infill
-0.24mm layer
height
-0.6mm width
-3 walls
-top and bottom
layers
-5 to 10% gyroid
infill
-88% scaling in x
and y planes to
assure closing of the
ring gear
-0.24mm layer
height
-0.6mm width
-3 walls
-top and bottom
layers
-5 to 10% gyroid
infill
-0.24mm layer
height
-0.6mm width
-3 walls
-top and bottom
layers
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1125

Carrier Cap

2

3D Printed

1126

12

Amazon - FKG

2

Amazon - XiKe

1128

1/2"x1-1/8"x5/16"
Flange Deep
Groove Ball
Bearing
35x72x17mm Deep
Groove Ball
Bearings
M6 Hex Head Bolts

32

Harbor Freight

1129

Planet Shafts

6

McMaster-Carr

1130

Support Shafts

6

McMaster-Carr

1127

-5 to 10% gyroid
infill
-0.24mm layer
height
-0.6mm width
-3 walls
-top and bottom
layers
-5 to 10% gyroid
infill
FKG FR8-ZZ Flange
Deep Groove Ball
Bearing
XiKe 6207ZZ
Double Metal Seal
Bearings
M6 x 1.00 x 30mm
Hex Head Bolts
0.5” Diameter, 7.3”
Length
0.67” Diameter, 7.3”
Length, buy larger
stock and turn to size
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